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ABSTRACT 
The focus of this thesis is to exploit closed-loop space-time block coding 
schemes designed for multiple antenna links composed of four trans-
mit antennas within collaborative wireless networks. Such schemes 
have the potential to increase the end-to-end bit error rate perfor-
mance of wireless networks as compared to established schemes which 
only include links composed of two transmit antennas. The two four 
transmit antenna closed-loop-space-time block codes (STBCs) consid-
ered are the closed-loop-quasi-orthogonal-STBC (CL-QO-STBC) and 
the closed-loop-extended-orthogonal-STBC (CL-EO-STBC) schemes. 
Both techniques benefit from linear decoding complexity and symbol-
wise maximum likelihood decoding. 
The theoretical capacity advantage of the CL-QO-STBC technique 
within a point-to-point multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system is 
confirmed for both ergodic and non-ergodic channels. The achievable 
rate region for the ergodic channel is presented in terms of ergodic 
capacity and that of non-ergodic channels is given as outage probability. 
The CL-QO-STBC method is next applied within a two-stage wire-
less network with frequency flat fading links. It is confirmed that this 
yields increased diversity gain and end-to-end throughput as compared 
to the approach when the Alamouti STBC (A-STBC) is applied. The 
performance is improved still further by the CL-EO-STBC technique 
ii 
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since it is highlighted that it provides both diversity and array gain. 
Power management schemes are employed in all the comparative sim-
ulations to optimize resource allocation. 
The CL-QO-STBC and CL-EO-STBC schemes are then utilised 
within a three-stage wireless network composed of frequency-selective 
broadband links. The broadband channels are decomposed into frequency-
flat links through the application of orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing. A novel intra-stage power management strategy is developed 
to maximise end-to-end performance. Performance improvement is con-
firmed in terms of both capacity and end-to-end bit error rate. 
Finally, for frequency-selective fading broadband links a new adap-
tive space-time-frequency block encoding approach is designed to op-
timize link performance within a collaborative wireless network. The 
performance advantage is confirmed through end-to-end bit error rate 
simulations. 
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In Chapter 4, building upon the results of Chapter 3, the capacity 
and outage analysis are extended to a two-stage cooperative multi-stage 
relay network where the end-to-end capacity and throughput are found 
when a full-rate and full-diversity CL-QO-STBC scheme is used at the 
relaying stages. Furthermore, a more practical measure of the pro-
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The ultimate goal of wireless communications is to provide "anywhere, 
anytime, anymedia" wireless access at a reasonable low price [1]. How 
to achieve this ambitious goal with limited bandwidth and power re-
sources at affordable complexity while adhering to various implemen-
tation constraints presents tremendous challenges to research and de-
velopment engineers. 
However, recent developments in multi-input multi-output (MIMO) 
technologies for wireless communication systems have the potential to 
provide solutions to some of these challenges, creating multiple data 
pipes between the transmitter and the receiver [2]. The spectral ef-
ficiency measured in-terms of capacity of such system can be as high 
as several tens of bits/s/Hz [3] [4], although this comes with the price 
of an increased transceiver complexity. Another major advantage of 
MIMO systems is the increase in link performance in a fading environ-
ment, which is due to the diversity paths between the transmitter and 
receiver afforded by multi-antenna technology. The use of space-time 
block codes (STBCs) in exploiting this diversity has been shown to be 
possible, resulting in a lower complexity encoder/ decoder [5]. Moreover, 
two antenna designs have optimal maximum likelihood symbol-wise de-
coding [6]. As such, STBC and MIMO techniques are very attractive 
1 
2 
approach for future wireless systems and is already being exploited in 
WiFi (IEEE 802.11n [7]) and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e [8]). Extending 
this methodology forms part of my focus in this thesis. 
The benefits offered by MIMO systems both in-terms of capacity 
and system design depends largely on the correlation between sub-
channels that exist between the transmitting and receiving antenna 
elements [9]. The extra capacity and diversity potentially provided by 
MIMO systems is underpinned by having spatially uncorrelated sub-
channels. A high correlation between the sub-channels reduces the 
performance of a MIMO wireless channel towards that of a single link 
channel hence jeopardizing its capacity and diversity advantages. The 
main challenge faced by a MIMO communications engineer is therefore 
to design an antenna array which ensures mutually uncorrelated sub-
channels. Correlation between sub-channels can be caused if the mutual 
spacing between the antenna elements creating the MIMO sub-channels 
is too small causing electromagnetic coupling [10]. 
Therefore, MIMO systems only promise an increase in capacity and 
diversity if uncorrelated paths are formed between the transmit and 
receive antennas. Naturally, physical limitations on the size of mobile 
terminal will generally lead to mutually correlated sub-channels and 
thus jeopardizing the available MIMO capacity. However, a solution 
to overcome this problem as suggested in [11] would be the use of spa-
tially distributed cooperative single antenna elements, termed Virtual 
Antenna Arrays (VAAs). 
These cooperating distributed antennas can ensure spatially uncor-
related channels between the transmitter and the receiver, and permit 
the deployment of conventional space-time coding 
3 
techniques in a distributed manner. This also forms an integral part of 
the work presented in this thesis. 
"Anywhere" communications means that reliable communication 
should be provided irrespective of the physical location of a transceiver, 
therefore, with the advantage of uncorrelated link inherent in cooper-
ative communications, researchers have been looking at methods of 
using some of the "idle" distributed mobile terminals [11] to work as 
relays thereby increasing the network capacity, thus extending the net-
work coverage areas especially in ad-hoc/cellular networks. This has 
led to another flourishing research area broadly known as "Cooperative 
multi-stage/relaying Communications" [12]. 
As with other research areas, cooperative multi-stage communi-
cation technique has its own challenges [12]; some of which include 
(a)radio resource management [12], (b) effective coding techniques [11], 
(c) synchronization [13] and (d) optimal cooperation levels [13]. 
The overall context of this thesis is to provide a contributive step to-
wards addressing some of these challenges, with particular focus on the 
use of space-time coding techniques and resource allocation within co-
operative multi-stage communications system operating over frequency 
non-selective (fiat) and frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels. 
Some basic definitions relevant to the work within this thesis are 
next presented. 
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1.1 Basic Definitions 
1.1.1 Relaying Methods 
In relay networks, the basic idea is to introduce a relay node which 
forwards data from a source to the destination which is out of reach of 
the source, for example, in a downlink communication where relays are 
used to forward data to mobile terminal that is outside the coverage 
area of the base station. 
This can generally be accomplished in two different ways [14], amplify-
and-forward (non regenerative relaying) and decode-and-forward (re-
generative relaying), in the first, the relay terminals re-transmit the 
received signal with its embedded noise, whilst in the later, the relay 
terminal processes its received signal to eliminate the effect of noise and 
interference before re-transmitting it. This extra processing thus makes 
decode-and-forward relaying better in-terms of capacity than amplify-
and-forward relaying [15] of course, at the expense of increased complex-
ity. Additionally, regenerative relaying also allows the deployment of 
MIMO capacity enhancement technologies such as optimised allocation 
of network resources e.g power, frequency and frame duration among 
all the relay terminals [16]. These are some of the reasons why regener-
ative relaying is considered in this thesis 1. Regenerative relaying gen-
erally allows the utilization of two access methods; time-division mul-
tiple access (TDMA) and frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) 
systems. In TDMA based regenerative relaying depicted in Figure 1.1 
the entire frame duration is orthogonally or non-orthogonally parti-
tioned into slots among relay stages ("Stagel-4" in the diagram), and 
1 Unless otherwise stated regenerative relaying is considered in this thesis 
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Figure 1.1. Principle of time-division multiple access (TDMA) based 
orthogonal and non-orthogonal relaying 
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Figure 1.2. Principle of frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) 
based orthogonal and non-orthogonal relaying 
communications occurs over the entire bandwidth. On the other hand, 
Section 1.1. Basic Definitions 6 
for FDMA based regenerative relaying represented in Figure 1.2, the 
available bandwidth is divided by orthogonal frequency-division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) or non-orthogonally among the relay stages and 
communication takes place continuously over the entire frame duration. 
Both of these access methods are employed in the analysis of a coop-
erative relay network presented in this thesis. Note the RSi (i E z+) 
is the relaying stage comprising of relay node(s) and S and D are the 
source and the destination respectively. 
1.1.2 Cooperative Communication and Relaying Architecture 
The relaying architecture can take many forms [12] depending on appli-
cation. At the heart of cooperative communication is the classical relay 
architecture as shown in Figure 1.3 (a), which can also be called the 
"three body problem". In the architecture, the source broadcasts the 
Relay 
.... 
...... 
...... 
....... 
Source ....... ....._ Destination 
...... -------------~ 
(a) 
Relays 
(b) __ ..._ Cooperative 
Link 
---1..,~ Direct Link 
Figure 1.3. Cooperative relay Architecture (a) Classical relay (b) 
Multi-branch parallel relays 
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signal to both the relay (denoted by r) and destination. The relay then 
retransmits the information to the destination. When the link between 
the source and destination is too unreliable for example due to high 
pathloss to guarantee reliable communications [16], the architecture 
reduces to the case of a cascade multi-stage communication. 
Other structures use this classical architecture as the basic building 
block for more sophisticated cooperative relay networks. Such as in 
Figure 1.3b, which shows a simple case of multi-branch relaying using 
two parallel branches of relays r 1 and r 2 • In this arrangement, the 
relays can take the form of virtual arrays which thus mimic a MIMO 
system through collaboration (cooperation) and hence derive better 
overall performance between the source and destination. 
Due to the dispersive nature of wireless channels, cooperative re-
laying communication techniques can be deployed over both frequency 
non-selective (flat) and frequency selective wireless fading channels. 
1.1.3 Frequency Non-selective (Flat) Fading Channel 
A time-varying wireless channel model with impulse response h(t, 7) is 
represented as in Figure 1.4, with x(t) denoting the signal transmitted 
and y( t) representing the received signal which is the "faded" version of 
x(t). If the channel has a constant gain and linear phase response over 
a bandwidth which is greater than the bandwidth of the transmitted 
signal, then the impulse response h(t, 7) can be approximated by a 
delta function at 7 = 0 that may have a time varying amplitude. In 
other words, h(t,7) = a(t)8(7) where 8(7) is the Dirac delta function. 
This is a narrowband channel in which the spectral characteristics of 
the transmitted signal are preserved at the receiver provided a(t) -=/= 0. 
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T ransm~ signal Channel Receive signal 
x(t) -~ h(t, r) y(t) 
Figure 1.4. Linear time-varying impulse response model of a wireless 
channel 
This phenomenon is called flat fading or frequency non-selective fading, 
hence the channel can be referred to as a frequency non-selective or 
frequency flat channel. 
Although this channel preserves the spectral characteristics of the 
transmitted signal, for other applications the bandwidth of the trans-
mitted signal might be greater than that over which the channel gain 
may be assumed constant; in that case the channel behaviour varies as 
a function of frequency, leading to the concept of frequency selectivity. 
1.1.4 Frequency Selective Fading Channel 
If the channel possesses a constant gain and linear phase over a band-
width that is smaller than the signal bandwidth, intersymbol interfer-
ence (ISI) exists and the received signal is distorted [17]. A wideband 
channel whose response varies with frequency is called a frequency se-
lective channel, and if this frequency selectivity is time dependent, due 
for example to motion between the transmitter and receiver, the chan-
nel is termed frequency selective fading. 
Both of these wireless channels characteristics are considered in this 
thesis. 
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1.2 Motivation of the Proposed Research Work 
The work presented in this thesis has been inspired by the contribution 
of [18] and [19] on space-time block codes (STBC) as applied to MIMO 
and by [11] on cooperative relay networks. The motivating factors in 
each of this works are as follows. 
In the work presented in [18] by Taker, Lambotharan and Chambers, 
it was demonstrated that a class of STBC called the quasi-orthogonal 
STBC (QO-STBC) originally proposed by [20] can be used to achieve 
full diversity over four transmit antennas in MIMO systems, if the 
symbols transmitted from two out of the four transmit antennas are 
rotated by a phase angle obtained through a feedback from the receiver, 
and hence the overall operation is called closed-loop QO-STBC (CL-
QO-STBC). This important achievement was made after the earlier 
conclusion made in [21], that full diversity and full code rate complex 
valued space-time block codes exist only for a dimension of two that 
is the Alamuoti STBC (A-STBC), and has motivated much research, 
such as [22], in the use CL-QO-STBCs in MIMO systems. 
The achievement made in [19] to use another class of STBC, extended-
orthogonal-STBC (EO-STBC), originally proposed in [23], to achieve 
fourth order diversity by combining beamforming with the diversity 
gain over four transmit antennas is also exploited in this thesis. This 
approach is named as closed-loop extended-orthogonal-STBC because 
extra diversity and directivity are obtained using the same feedback 
techniques employed to achieve CL-QO-STBC. This code has the po-
tential to perform better than other orthogonal-STBCs including the 
CL-QO-STBC because of it array gain advantage as a result of the 
incorporated beamforming technique. 
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Since a high correlation among transmitting antennas potentially 
reduces a MIMO channel to a SISO channel. The design challenges in-
volved in the use of multiple antennas on limited sized mobile terminals 
and other devices, to ensure uncorrelated MIMO channels has limited 
the successful deployment of these codes in practical MIMO systems. 
Additionally, even if the deployment of multiple antennas was made 
possible, to deliver the promised advantages of these coding schemes 
over a wide coverage area in the presence of other deterministic channel 
effects (pathloss) still remain a great design challenge. 
A solution to overcome the correlation problems in MIMO chan-
nels was suggested in [11] where an array of spatially distributed sin-
gle antenna elements forms a virtual antenna array (VAA). With this 
arrangement, it is less likely that the different channels from these in-
dividual single antenna elements are correlated. Under the assumption 
of perfect cooperation among the nodes within the VAA, an uncor-
related MIMO channel can be established between a transmitter and 
a receiver. The resulting modified MIMO channel is generally called 
a distributed MIMO (D-MIMO) channel [12]. In a D-MIMO system, 
it is more likely that space-time codes provide the desired diversity 
advantage due to the cooperation existing in a VAA. Also the VAA 
approach can be used to overcome the range problem if these closely 
distributed single antenna elements are used as relays in longer range 
communication. This approach is what is called collaborative or coop-
erative multi-stage communications which is at the heart of the work 
presented in this thesis. 
The core aim of this thesis is to transfer the advantage of 
CL-QO-STBC and CL-EO-STBC in point-to-point MIMO systems to 
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cooperative multi-stage communications, and thereby provide a frame-
work in which the advantages of theses codes are more likely to be 
practically realised. 
An important issue in multi-stage cooperative communications is in 
the effective use of the available network resource among all participa-
tion nodes, this has been studied by many researchers including [11]. 
The frame work provided in [11] has made it possible to extend the 
resource allocation strategies to broadband channels with higher num-
ber of relaying stage for use in future generation wireless systems. Al-
though the work presented in [11] does not explicitly address broadband 
channels, the development of a VAA has motivated the study of relay 
networks operating in broadband channels and thus the development 
of effective resource allocation over collaborative multi-stage communi-
cation operating in a broadband channel in this thesis. 
To accomplish this target, the following steps are taken in this the-
sis. 
1.3 Organisation of the Thesis 
An introduction and brief survey of the state-of-the-art in space-time 
block codes (STBCs) design, cooperative communication and resource 
management is presented in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, a detailed liter-
ature survey is provided together with the necessary theoretical back-
ground for point-to-point MIMO systems and cooperative relay net-
works. The core research is presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
With the aim of establishing a general design framework for the 
use of CL-QO-STBCs in MIMO systems, Chapter 3 focuses on deter-
mining the maximum achievable rate region of this code in comparison 
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with other orthogonal STBCs (0-STBCs) when deployed in point-to-
point MIMO ergodic and non ergodic channels. Simulation results are 
presented in-terms of capacity and outage probability. The simulation 
results shown in the chapter suggest that in an ergodic channel, the 
capacity advantage of using CL-QO-STBC supersedes that of other 0-
STBCs including the A-STBC. However for non-ergodic channels, the 
behaviour of the coding techniques vary and as shown in Chapter 3 
depend on the desired communication rate with CL-QO-STBC being 
more suitable for low rate transmission. 
In Chapter 4 the theory exposed in Chapter 3 is extended to a 
two-stage multi-stage cooperative network again for both ergodic and 
non-ergodic channels. The maximum achievable end-to-end capacity 
and throughput when CL-QO-STBCs and other 0-STBCs are deployed 
in a distributed manner at the relaying stage is studied, again simu-
lation results show the advantage of using CL-QO-STBCs over other 
0-STBCs considered. Also in the chapter, a more practical measure of 
the performance of these coding techniques is presented in-terms of the 
end-to-end bit error rate (BER) and throughput as a function of the 
received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the destination, again the CL-
QO-STBC promises to the deliver a steeper BER curve by providing a 
diversity order of four and higher throughput than the A-STBC. At this 
point having established the performance advantage of CL-QO-STBC 
over other 0-STBCs with four cooperating relay nodes, a comparison 
is made assuming CL-EO-STBC are deployed distributively at the re-
laying nodes. Simulation results show the advantage of deployment of 
the CL-EO-STBC over the CL-QO-STBC. 
In all the simulation results presented the resource allocation strategy 
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proposed in [11] is incorporated. 
With the higher data rate requirement of future generation wireless 
networks over a wider coverage area, Chapter 5 investigates a broad-
band cooperative relay communication system, extending the two stage 
scenario studied in Chapter 4 to a three-stage with a more sophisti-
cated architecture. Using the orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) technique both the CL-QO-STBC and CL-EO-STBC are 
implemented over frequency selective fading channels and referred to as 
the CL-EO-SFBC and CL-QO-SFBC respectively. A major contribu-
tion in this chapter is the development of an optimum power allocation 
strategy based on the OFDM sub-carrier gains, this is shown to have 
better end-to-end BER and capacity performance when combined with 
the interstage allocation presented in [11]. A comparison is made as-
suming equal and water-filling power allocation allocation strategies are 
employed, the proposed approach by simulation study shows a signifi-
cant performance advantage. 
Finally, a concluding summary and suggestions for future research 
are provided in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
LITERATURE SURVEY AND 
BACKGROUND 
In this chapter a literature survey and necessary theoretical background 
concerning cooperative communications are presented. At first, the pio-
neering work in multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems is presented 
both from information theory and practical implementation perspec-
tives. Then various diversity techniques are investigated leading to the 
discussion on space-time block codes (STBCs), orthogonal space-time 
block codes (0-STBCs), quasi-orthogonal space time block codes (QO-
STBCs) and finally, the extended orthogonal block codes (EO-STBCs). 
Some landmark results which motivate much of the work in this thesis 
are presented. 
This is followed by a review of relay communication systems and 
cooperative operation. The ability of a cooperative relay network to 
mimic the performance advantages of point-to-point MIMO is discussed 
both from the information-theorist point of view and practical deploy-
ment. 
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2.1 MIMO Communication Sytems 
The use of multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or receiver in a 
communication system can result in the creation of a number of in-
dependent fading channels between the transmitter and receiver, this 
extra degree of freedom brought about by these independent channels 
is termed spatial diversity. This characteristics of a multiple antenna 
system if exploited properly, can improve the error performance of the 
system without increasing the transmission bandwidth to induce fre-
quency selectivity or expanding the observation window to effect time 
selectivity [2]. 
Research on MIMO systems started to flourish since the publication 
of the landmark papers by Telatar [3] and Foschini [4]. Their analysis 
shows that spatial diversity can boost the capacity (and thus data rates) 
of MIMO systems well beyond those available with a single antenna 
SISO link. More on their results on the achievable capacity of MIMO 
systems are discussed in Chapter 3. 
The use of space-time block codes has been shown to be useful 
in exploiting the potential spatial diversity available within a MIMO 
system [5], [24] and [25]. These codes are known to induce diversity as 
high as the number of transmit antennas times the number of received 
antennas. The development trend of these technique will be reviewed 
in this chapter. 
Spatial diversity can be categorised into two forms; transmit diver-
sity and receive diversity. Since both of these are exploited in this thesis 
hence a brief review on each of them is necessary. 
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Figure 2.1. Space diversity provided by multiple receive antennas 
2.1.1 Receive Diversity 
Figure 2.1 shows a receive diversity system with a single transmit an-
tenna and Nr receive antennas giving rise to a single-input multi-output 
(SIMO) channel. Each of the receive antennas received a copy of the 
transmitted symbols denoted by 
(2.1.1) 
where i is the receive antenna index, hi is the flat fading coefficient 
of the channel linking the transmit antenna to the ith receive antenna 
which is zero mean circularly symmetrical complex Gaussian (ZMC-
SCG) random variable with unit variance and ni is the additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN). Intuitively, it is evident that with the same 
transmit power, the Nr receive antennas collect Nr times more signal 
power than does the single receive antenna. This implies an increase in 
the instantaneous SNR at the output of the diversity combiner that can 
be invoked to demodulate the symbol s using a weighted superposition 
of the received symbols. 
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The output of the combiner can be expressed as 
Nr Nr Nr 
s = L WiYi = L wihis + L ni (2.1.2) 
i=l i=l i=l 
with wi is defined based on the combiner employed. The most common 
type of combiners include the maximum ratio combiner (MRC) where 
wi = h*, where (.)* denotes complex conjugate, equal gain combiner 
(EGC) where Wi = h:/lhd or selective combiner (SC) where Wj = 1, 
j = argmaxlhil, and Wi = 0, Vi -=J. j. These three combiners present 
different trade-offs among required channel knowledge, complexity and 
average error probability achieved; but they all collect the maximum 
receive antenna diversity even when the channel hi, i = 1, ... , Nr are 
correlated and have different probability density functions (pdfs) [25]. 
This is because the pdf of the combined SNR at any of the combiner's 
output possess the sum of the degrees of freedom of each individual 
channel's pdf which makes it more resilient to the fading effect [25]. 
The receive diversity approach is well suited for uplink transmis-
sion in cellular system, because of the possibility of deploying multiple 
antennas at the base station. Note, for downlink transmission the mul-
tiple antennas at the base station can also be used to exploit transmit 
spatial diversity. 
2.1.2 Transmit Diversity 
The transmit diversity scheme in Figure 2.2 showing two transmit and 
one receive antennas (an example of a multi-input single output MISO 
topology). With the assumption of two uncorrelated flat fading channel 
where the two channels coefficient h1 and h2 are ZMCSCG random 
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Figure 2.2. Space diversity provided by multiple transmit antennas 
variable with unit variance, the received symbols y can be modelled as 
(2.1.3) 
where 1/ y'2 is a scale to ensure that the total transmit power is divided 
equally across the two transmit antennas. 
Clearly, unlike the receive diversity, it can be seen that the power 
available for demodulation is identical to that of SISO system since 
the available transmit power was divided across the transmit antennas. 
Even if the same symbol (s1 = s2 ) is transmitted from both antennas, 
where the input-output relation is changed to 
(2.1.4) 
since h1 and h2 are uncorrelated Gaussian distributed, (h1 + h2)/V'2 
is still distributed according to the same probability density function 
as h1 or h2 • This is assuming no channel state information (CSI) is 
available at the transmitter. Hence the MISO channel still behaves 
like a SISO and no advantage results from the use of multiple transmit 
antennas. 
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Therefore, to be able to exploit the advantage of multiple transmit 
antennas, there is a need for "smart" signal design at the transmitter 
side. Space-time coding techniques has proven in [5] to be a suitable 
approach for exploiting spatial diversity from multiple transmit anten-
nas. The next section presents some of the earlier work on the use of 
this coding technique. 
2.2 Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) 
A space-time block code (STBC) provides proper coding jointly across 
spatial and time dimensions in a multiple transmit antenna system, 
in order to exploit the spatial diversity available to the system. In 
STBC, the transmitted symbols are positioned in a transmission ma-
trix which represents the transmission both in the spatial and temporal 
dimensions. There are several types of STBCs, this includs the orthog-
onal STBC (0-STBC) [21] , quasi-orthogonal STBC (QO-STBC) [20], 
extended-orthogonal STBC (EO-STBC) [23], differential STBC [26], [6] 
and unitary space-time modulation [27]. 
An important property of a STBC is the code rate R which is defined 
as the ratio of the number of transmitted symbols that can be sent 
in one codeword to the number of durations used in transmitting the 
codeword. 
A review of all these classes of STBCs is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, hence the relevant ones employed in this thesis are reviewed, 
namely 0-STBCs, QO-STBCs and EO-STBC. 
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------·----
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2.2.1 Orthogonal Space Time Block Code (0-STBC) 
If the space-time codeword matrix containing data symbols x1, x2, •••.. X 8 
is given as X, then this coding matrix is orthogonal only if, 
s 
xxH = (L lxii 2)Is (2.2.1) 
i=l 
where s is the number of symbols contained in the codeword (two for 
Alamouti space-time block code (A-STBC)), (.)H denotes Hermitian 
(complex conjugate, transpose), 1·1 is a magnitude operator and I is an 
identity matrix. Any deviation from this will jeopardize the orthogo-
nality of the code and hence result in loss of diversity when used in a 
multiple antenna system. 
Therefore, 0-STBCs achieve full diversity of order that is identical 
to the number of transmit antennas. However, they can introduce re-
dundancy in the temporal dimension; hence they achieve a code rate 
less than unity, except for the case of two antennas [21]. 
Some examples of 0-STBC are 
(2.2.2) 
This is the famous A-STBC scheme that represents transmission of two 
symbols over two time slots from two antennas achieving full diversity 
and full code rate (unity). 
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Others examples include (28], (21] and (29] 
X1 X2 X3 
0 xi -x; 
X= (2.2.3) 
x* 
- 1 0 x* - 2 
x* 2 x* - 3 0 
equation 2.2.3 represents transmission of three symbols over four time 
slots from three antennas, achieving full diversity and 3/4 code rate; 
and 
X1 X2 X3 
-X2 X1 -X4 
-X3 X4 X1 
-X4 -X3 X2 (2.2.4) X= 
x* 1 x* 2 x* 3 
-x; x* 1 x* - 4 
x* 
- 3 x4 x* 1 
-x4 x* 3 x* 2 
which denotes transmission of transmit four symbols over eight time 
slots from three transmit antennas, achieving full diversity and 1/2 
code rate; and 
x1 0 -x; x* 3 
0 X1 -X3 -X2 
X= (2.2.5) 
X2 x* 3 x* 1 0 
-X3 x* 2 0 x* 1 
which represents transmission of three symbols over four time slots from 
four antennas achieving full diversity and 3/4 code rate. 
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Another general property of 0-STBC is that the computational 
complexity of a maximum likelihood based receiver is linear in the 
number of transmit antennas. i.e. symbol-wise maximum likelihood 
decoding is possible. 
2.2.2 Quasi-Orthogonal Space Time Block Code (QO-STBC) 
A straight forward extension of the A-STBC is given in [30] and [20], 
although the matrices introduced in these publications are different, it 
has been shown that their properties and performance are identical [18], 
hence for the purpose of this thesis the code proposed in [20] will be 
employed to provide insight into the behaviour of QO-STBC. 
Re-writing X as in equation (2.2.2) X(l, 2) then QO-STBC can be 
formed from A-STBC as 
[ 
X(l, 2) 
XQ= 
-X(3, 4)* 
which can be written explicitly as 
X(2,4) ] 
X(l, 2)* 
(2.2.6) 
(2.2.7) 
Clearly, this code achieves full code rate (transmits four symbols 
over four time slots through four transmitting antennas) but a diversity 
order of two [20]. Therefore in contrast to 0-STBC, while the QO-
STBC achieves full code rate, it suffers from diversity loss. 
To show this, suppose this scheme is transmitted through a four 
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transmit and one receive antenna channel with each path experiencing 
independent flat fading with Rayleigh distribution. The received sig-
nal at the output over four symbol intervals (after taking the complex 
conjugates of the symbols in the second and third intervals) can be 
expressed as 
Y1 hl h2 h3 h4 Xl n1 
y~ h* h* h4 h* X2 n* 2 - 1 - 3 2 + (2.2.8) 
Y3 h3 h4 -hi h* - 2 X3 n* 3 
Y4 h4 -h3 -h2 hl X4 n4 
y= Hx+n (2.2.9) 
where y is the received signal vector, H represents the transmission 
path matrix and n contains the zero-mean circularly symmetric com-
plex valued Gaussian noise components. Applying the matrix HH to 
perform matched filtering, i.e. perfect channel state information (CSI) 
is assumed to be available at the receiver (this assumption is made 
throughout this thesis) then the output can then be expressed as 
A HH y= y (2.2.10) 
from which the estimates of the transmitted symbols becomes 
(2.2.11) 
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Figure 2.3. Baseband representation of QO-STBC showing the feed-
back method that set a = 0 
fh I 0 0 a Xl n1 
Y2 0 I -a 0 X2 
A* 
n2 
- + (2.2.12) 
Y3 0 -a I 0 X3 n; 
Y4 a 0 0 I X4 n4 
where 6. = HHH. 
Here it can be seen that that due to the term a, there is a form of 
coupling between the received symbols. For instance, the fourth symbol 
interferes with the first symbols, the third symbol interferes with the 
second symbol, this causes the diversity loss due to the coupling of these 
symbols, and would increase the complexity of maximum likelihood 
decoding to a pair-wise operation. 
Several transmit preprocessing methods have since been proposed 
to minimise or remove this coupling factor. One of such method is pro-
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posed by Toker et al. in [18] where two feedback methods are proposed 
and demonstrated to set the value of o: = 0. The first one is to phase ro-
tate the transmitted symbols from two antennas with particular angles 
() and cp as shown in figure 2.3, such that 
() = cos-1 ( \~\ cos( cp +L-X)) - L~ (2.2.13) 
provided cp is in the range cp E [0, 271') if I-XI < 1~1, or cp E [11' - ~ -
L-X,~- L-X] U [-~- L-\,11' +~-L-X] where~= h';_h4, A= h;h3 and 
~ = cos-1 (1~1/1-Xi), with 1·1 and L denoting absolute value and angle 
respectively. However, because of practical limitations it was further 
shown in the same work that using a single phase angle for rotation, 
(keeping the feedback from the receiver to the transmitter as small as 
possible) yields identical performance of the system. Another method 
proposed in [18] was antenna weighting and selection, this involves pre-
multiplying the transmitted symbols by a weighting diagonal matrix, 
which is determined by channel state information CSI fedback from 
the receiver, this helps to determine which two antennas are chosen 
to be weighted for higher performance. In the context of this thesis a 
single phase angle approach is adopted as it requires minimum feedback 
information while minimising the decoding complexity of maximum 
likelihood decoding, that is making it symbol-wise 
It should be noted that using one receive antennas the full rate and 
full diversity QO-STBCs provide a higher diversity order i.e. fourth 
order, as compared to the conventional A-STBC for two antennas, with 
second order diversity. 
Other independent methods such as constellation rotation and par-
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tial feedback have also been provided in the literature notable of which 
are [31], [32] and [33]. However, all these methods either have increased 
decoding complexity or reduced performance and are therefore not con-
sidered in this thesis. 
2.2.3 Extended-Orthogonal Space Time Block Code (EO-STBC) 
Another extension of the A-STBC called the extended-orthogonal space-
time block code (EO-STBC) was proposed by [23]. Slightly different 
from the QO-STBC, this code achieves full (unity) code rate (transmits 
two symbols over two time slots through four transmitting antennas) 
and can achieve a full transmit diversity with simpler detection. The 
EO-STBC is represented as 
(2.2.14) 
-x; 
where ~ is a constant value equal to 1/2. Ignoring the constant for 
simplicity of representation, and assuming that this code is transmitted 
over a four transmit and one receive antenna channel with each path 
experiencing independent flat fading with a Rayleigh distribution, the 
received signal at the output over two symbol intervals (after taking 
the complex conjugates of the symbols in the second symbol interval) 
can be expressed as 
(2.2.15) 
y= Hx+n (2.2.16) 
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where [n1n;]T is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector, at 
the receiver. 
Applying the matrix HH to perform matched filtering, the output 
can then be expressed as 
A HH y= y (2.2.17) 
and can be expressed as 
(2.2.18) 
where HHH yields 
(2.2.19) 
with a= "Ei=1 lhil2 , and (3 = 2Re(hlh;) + 2Re(h3h:). 
Note here that the HHH of EO-STBC is orthogonal (unlike that of 
QO-STBCs), this indicates a simpler receiver decoding (without feed-
back) with linear detected symbols as follows 
[ 
x1 ] = [ a+ f3 o ] [ x1 ] + [ (hr + h;)nl + (h3 + h4)nr ] 
x2 0 a+ (3 x2 (h3 + h4)nl + (h1 + h2)n; 
(2.2.20) 
However, although the decoding complexity is low, (3 may be nega-
tive, which leads to some diversity loss. Therefore, the crucial thing is 
to ensure that (3 is positive so as to maximise the diversity achieved by 
this code. Several methods have been proposed, in [23] it was proposed 
that the transmitted symbols at the first and third transmit antennas 
are multiplied by ul = ( -1)i and u2 = ( -1)k where i, k = 0,1 respec-
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Figure 2.4. Baseband representation of EO-STBC showing the phase 
rotation technique that maximised (3 
tively; i.e. 0 and 1r as rotated angles for the symbols. Likewise in [34], 
the receiver computes the "interference factor" (3 and feeds back + 1 if 
(3 ~ 0 or -1 if (3 < 0. In [19] a phase rotation technique was proposed, 
where the symbols from the first and third antennas are rotated by a 
phase-angle (phase shift); ul = ej(h and u2 = ej(h respectively, ob-
tained through a feedback channel from the receiver as shown in figure 
2.4. Therein, the values of 01 and 02 that thus maximise (3 are 
e1 = -L(h1h;) 
e2 = -L(h3h~) (2.2.21) 
Although it was shown that the phase angle will introduce time 
delay, as in beamforming [35], this will enable the energy to be steered 
in a certain direction which gives directivity and thereby chooses the 
direction that matches the channel. 
xt x2 
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The publication [19] also shows that by applying a common phase-
angle at antennas 1 and 3, there would be an insignificant loss in perfor-
mance in comparison with the two phase-angle rotation case and thus 
the feedback overhead will be reduced since only one angle needs to be 
estimated at the receiver and fed back to the transmitter. Therefore, in 
the context of this thesis a common phase rotation is adopted for ap-
plication in a cooperative wireless relay network with nodes deploying 
the distributed EO-STBC scheme. 
It is worth pointing out that for point-to-point MIMO systems, 
the EO-STBC has advantages over other 0-STBCs for more than two 
transmit antennas. First, a single radio frequency (RF) chain can be 
adopted for two transmit antennas that transmit the first two columns 
or the last two columns of XE. In addition, the full-rate is achieved 
with decoding delay equal to two. 
2.3 Relaying Communication System 
The concept of relaying was first reported by Van der Meulen in [36] 
dated back to 1971 and was also studied by Sato in [37]. The first 
rigorous information theoretical study on the relay channel was exposed 
by Cover in [38], with a more detailed description presented in his 
book [39]. 
In these early contributions, it was assumed that a source commu-
nicates with a destination directly and via relaying nodes composed of 
mobile terminals which can operate in full-duplex mode. In [38] the 
maximum achievable communication rate has been derived for various 
communication scenarios, which includes the cases with and without 
feedback to either source or relaying nodes, or both. The capacity of 
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such a relaying network was shown to exceed the capacity of a simple 
direct link. However, the analysis presented by these works has been 
performed for statistical stationary Gaussian communication channels 
only, which is not directly applicable to wireless fading channels. 
After these early introductory theoretical studies, it was not until 
the late 90s that [40] presented another milestone into the study of 
relay networks, they suggested a low complexity protocol to exploit 
cooperative diversity with the aim of boosting the uplink capacity and 
lowering the uplink outage probability for a given transmission rate. 
Their designed protocol stipulates a source mobile station to transmit 
its data frame to the base station and to a spatially adjacent mobile 
terminal, which then re-transmit the frame to the base station. Such 
a protocol could possibly yield a higher degree of diversity because 
the channels from both mobile terminals to the base station can be 
considered uncorrelated. The simple cooperative protocol has been 
extended by the same authors to more sophisticated schemes, which 
can be found in [41] and [42]. 
Based on the same concept, [16] presents a mathematical extension 
of [40], where energy-efficient multiple access protocols are suggested 
based on regenerative and non-regenerative relaying technologies. It 
has been shown that significant diversity and outage gains are achieved 
by deploying the relaying protocols when compared to the direct link. 
Note in both [40] and [16] no distributed space-time coding has been 
considered. Building on [16], [14] proposed another simple but efficient 
protocol to reduce the uplink outage probability for a code division 
multiple access (CDMA) cellular system operation in both regenerative 
and non-regenerative relaying modes. 
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Furthermore, [43] derived the analytical expression for the average 
symbol error for a generic multi-hop network. Specific application of 
relaying to a cellular network was presented in [44], in this study the 
use of SISO relaying has enabled the extension of the coverage area of 
a base station, by utilizing the mobile terminals at its coverage edge as 
relays to provide services to mobile terminals out of its reach. 
In the work mentioned above, a simple single source-relay-destination 
network topology have been considered (SISO relaying) i.e. the source 
node, relay node and the destination node are made up of one node 
each. 
With the prospect of deploying multiple antenna elements (or mul-
tiple single antenna elements) at the source, relay and destination, 
the attention of researchers has shifted to exploiting the advantages 
of MIMO technology in the context of relay communications [12]. The 
next section reviews some landmark contributions in this context. 
The next section presents a review of research works that lead to 
the deployments of STBCs in the context of relay communications. 
2.4 Cooperative Communication Systems 
The contribution of Gupta and Kumar in [45] on relaying systems de-
ploying multiple antennas at the transmitting and receiving sides was 
one of the major contributions in MIMO relaying. The network topol-
ogy exposed in their work is the most generic one can think of, al-
though slightly different from the stage-by-stage topology, the maxi-
mum system capacity is achieved by allowing any mobile terminal to 
communicate with any other mobile terminals in the network. Their 
_ approaches are from an information theoretic perspective, they derived 
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an achievable communication rate region in a network of arbitrary size 
and topology. 
The works presented by Laneman in his thesis [12] created another 
dimension in the study of relay communication. He demonstrated that 
with cooperation between spatially distributed nodes, information can 
be relayed from the source to the destination. Such cooperation yields 
full spatial diversity which allows significant power saving at the same 
level of outage probability for a given communication rate. Laneman's 
ideas was extended to more refined distributed-MIMO multi-stage com-
munication systems by Dohler in his thesis [11] where cooperation be-
tween the spatial distributed nodes not only takes place at the relaying 
stage, but also at the source and destination. Dohler formally name 
this arrangement "Virtual Antenna Arrays" in his patent [46]. An-
other major contribution of Dohler's thesis is also a discussion on the 
fractional power allocation at every stage in the network for different 
communication scenarios. 
The work of Laneman and Dohler has motivated many research ac-
tivities in distributed MIMO multi-stage communications, including the 
work exposed in this thesis, both from information theorist and practi-
cal implementation perspectives, example of which includes [47] where 
analysis of outage probability of a cooperative relay network with cer-
tain node distribution is presented, and it is shown that with appropri-
ate cooperation and node topology, the effect of cooperation reduces the 
outage probability as compared to a non-cooperative case. Also, [48] 
investigates ergodic capacity and outage probability for amplify-and-
forward cooperative relays with different transmission protocols. Other 
information theory approaches to the study of cooperative relay net-
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works include [49], where the end-to-end performance of cooperative 
diversity networks equipped with non-regenerative relays and se re-
ceivers was studied. The authors derived a closed form expressions for 
the cumulative distribution function (CDF), probability density func-
tion (PDF) and moment generating function (MFG) of the end-to-end 
SNR in order to determine the most appropriate channel to use on a 
particular link within the network or to perform optimised routing. 
The concept of spatial multiplexing and beamforming in traditional 
MIMO configurations was extended to cooperative relay networks with 
the work of [50], [51] and [52]; in [50] a cooperative relay network config-
uration that combines spatial multiplexing and beamforming was sug-
gested based on a two-stage non-regenerative relay protocol, in their 
work they derived a closed form expression for the system capacity, 
and under SNR maximising and capacity maximising criteria, they 
analysed and compared the system capacity and BER performance 
with that of non-cooperative systems and confirmed its performance 
advantage. In [51], transmit beamforming techniques at the relaying 
stages were proposed, whereas in the contribution of Madan et al. [52] 
analysis of total energy consumption for a general class of cooperative 
beamforming-based relay transmission schemes was investigated. 
Distributed space-time coding (DSTBC) schemes were first described 
for use in cooperative networks in [53] in order to take advantage of 
the spatial diversity available in cooperative communications. This has 
been followed by a series of other attempts to incorporate various space-
time coding techniques in cooperative networks with performance mea-
sures varying from the theoretical concepts to practical deployrnents. 
Some of such work can be found in [11] where orthogonal space-time 
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block codes including the A-STBC are deployed in a distributed man-
ner for a virtual antenna array multi-stage network, other works in-
clude [54] where distributed A-STBC is used in achieving cooperative 
diversity in the uplink of a relay-assisted cellular network. After these 
early works, [55], [56] and [57] have attempted to exploit the distributed 
coding techniques using quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes with 
more cooperating nodes. Their approach is different from the one pre-
sented in this thesis in that they do not incorporate effective resource 
allocation in their design and because the constellation rotation method 
is adopted, and the computational complexity of the maximum likeli-
hood decoding at the receiver is no longer linear in the number of 
cooperating relays. Other distinctions are outline in introductory part 
of Chapter 4. 
Other techniques used in exploiting space-time block codes in co-
operative communication can be found in [58] and [59]. In [58] a new 
technique for cooperative transmission is shown using a new space-time 
coding technique to achieve spatial diversity between the relay nodes 
and the destination. In [59] distributed space-time trellis codes have 
been designed lor cooperation between two spatially adjacent mobile 
terminals, to achieve a lower frame error rate to one or more desti-
nation(s ), where a quasi-static fading channel has been assumed. This 
scheme was shown to maximise the performance for the direct link from 
either of the mobile terminals or to the destination and the relaying link. 
Another dimension to the study of cooperative communications, is 
the development of resource allocation strategy for the network nodes. 
To the best on my knowledge this was pioneered by the work exposed 
in Dohler's thesis [11] where network resources, power, frame duration 
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and frequency are shared among all relay stages. In his thesis these 
resources are shared among various stages depending on the number 
of cooperating transmitting and receiving nodes, he showed from both 
information theoretic and practical implementation perspectives that 
irrespective of a given scenario this allocation strategy provides opti-
mum end-to-end performance and better than equal resource alloca-
tion. His framework based on the virtual antenna array approach has 
made possible the deployment of more sophisticated space-time coding 
schemes in cooperative communications as is exposed in this thesis. 
Other resource allocation techniques can be found in [60], [61], [62] 
and [63]. One common element in the allocation strategies proposed 
within these contributions is that they considered transmission proto-
cols in which both the relay and the source nodes cooperate to transmit 
the distributed STBC to the destination, which due to the transmis-
sion protocol deployed, makes their application beyond the distributed 
A-STBC scheme very difficult. Moreover, they could also suffer perfor-
mance loss if the link between the source and destination goes into deep 
fade, hence reducing the whole system to SISO relaying. Hence the vir-
tual antenna array approach provides a better framework for optimal 
power distribution over the network, due to the local communication 
between the multiple relay nodes. 
All the above work have been performed under the assumptions that 
the wireless transmission channels are frequency flat, however, because 
of the time dispersive nature of wireless channels, the application of 
these work are limited to low data rate applications, this is to avoid 
inter-symbol interference (ISI) that results in transmission of higher 
data rate when the channel becomes frequency selective. With the use 
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of the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique, 
to combats ISI, which is becoming a promising technique for future 
wireless networks, recent research effort has focused on combining the 
cooperative relay technique with OFDM for use in future broadband 
networks. Some of the reported work in this regards ranges from the 
extension of D-STBC to frequency selective channel to different algo-
rithms that deal with resource allocation problems. Some of this work 
includes [64], [65], [66], [67] and [68]. In [64], a capacity maximising 
optimum resource allocation algorithm in conjunction with sub-carrier 
pairing for a regenerative OFDM based relay system was presented, 
they showed that with the availability of CSI at the relaying node, the 
available system capacity can be enhanced, although no D-STBC is 
considered in this publication, their result was presented from the in-
formation theorist point of view. In the work presented in [65], where 
capacity maximising power allocation algorithm was developed for a 
non-regenerative OFDM relay system, their strategy was accomplished 
in two parts, first the optimal power allocation to each stages was per-
formed when the power of each sub-carrier is fixed and secondly an 
optimal allocation of power at each hop to each sub-carrier was per-
formed. They show that these strategies improve system capacity when 
compared to equal power allocation. In [66], the authors studied the 
end-to-end resources allocation in an OFDM based multi-stage net-
work consisting of one dimensional chain of nodes including a source, 
a destination and multiple relays (SISO relaying), showed the average 
end-to-end transmission rate can be maximised if the power allocation 
to each sub-carrier at each stage has the water-filling structure and the 
fraction of transmission time allocated to each stage is adjusted to keep 
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the instantaneous rate over all stages equal. In [67] the use of A-STBC 
in an non-regenerative asynchronous cooperative communication sys-
tem over a frequency-selective channel is proposed, they showed that 
this scheme can achieve diversity order of two with minimum decoding 
complexity. However, in [68], a subcarrier grouping technique was used 
with A-STBC to achieve maximal spatial and multipath diversity in a 
non-regenerative cooperative relay system. 
The limitation of the work exposed in these publications include the 
assumption of a direct path between the source and the destination as 
in [64] and [65], consideration of single cooperative relaying stage and 
the use of only A-STBC. These are in contrast to the work to be pre-
sented in this thesis where optimum power allocation is suggested for 
a multiple-stage relay communication wherein more advanced coding 
schemes are deployed. 
Although contributions on the topic of broadband cooperative com-
munications have begun to emerge, the amount of work undertaken is 
scarce in comparison to the vast amount of potential scenarios. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the reader to the research work that has 
been undertaking prior to the work presented in this thesis. 
The first section of this chapter has focussed on the achievements 
made in the area of MIMO communications from the landmark work 
of Telatar in information theoretical concepts to the various develop-
ments in space-time coding and then the application of these back-
ground works to relay communication and cooperative communication. 
In MIMO, the space-time block codes used in order to exploit the 
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transmit diversity offered by multiple antennas are introduced, lead-
ing to the 0-STBCs, QO-STBCs and EO-STBCs. The performance 
advantages of each were highlighted. The chapter then proceeded to 
discuss the earlier attempts to expand wireless network coverage with 
the use of relay networks. Various theoretical and practical issues were 
also reviewed. 
Motivated by the difficulty in deploying multiple antennas in mobile 
terminals, it was then highlighted that researchers have focused their 
attention into ways of using multiple single antenna elements to create a 
MIMO channel through the use of cooperation, this was later extended 
to relay networks and the advantages of D-STBCs was also exploited. 
Note that the descriptions given above of prior contributions are 
not exhaustive; however, more contributions are detailed in the intro-
duction to the respective contribution chapters. 
Chapter 3 
FUNDAMENTAL CAPACITY 
LIMITS OF 
ORTHOGONAL-MIMO 
CHANNELS 
3.1 Introduction 
Capacity is a concept that relates to a large area of information theory 
and serves as a fundamental measure of any communication channel. 
The landmark work presented by Claude Shannon in [69] "A Math-
ematics Theory of Communication" in this regard, has served as the 
backbone for the now classical paradigm of digital communication. 
His theory predicts the maximum achievable data transmission rate 
over a channel that guarantees error-free communication between a 
transmitter and receiver, with a given input distribution, noise power, 
bandwidth and transmission power and is known as "channel capacity". 
The analysis presented by Shannon assumes that the transceivers avail-
able to the communication system designer are of infinite complexity, 
which is not generally practically feasible. 
39 
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With researchers and designers having to trade complexity with 
performance, much effort has been made to construct finite complexity 
transceivers operating close to the capacity bound predicted in [69]. A 
major achievement in this area has come with the the development of 
Thrbo Codes [70] and their modifications in [71], [72] and [73] to further 
increase the capacity offered by Thrbo Codes, but to date, nobody 
has ever managed to communicate at exactly the theoretical channel 
capacity. 
Information theorists thought that with the discovery of Thrbo 
Codes that the activity within their research area was reducing, but 
with the birth of multi-input multi-output (MIMO) communications 
pioneered in [4] and [3], a new dimension to the study of informa-
tion theory has opened up. In MIMO systems, the additional spatial 
dimension is utilised to further increase the available channel capac-
ity1. Although to achieve maximal capacity MIMO systems also re-
quire transceivers of infinite complexity the capacity limit set in [4] 
and [3] serves very well as general characterisations for MIMO commu-
nication systems and have motivated many theoretical generalizations, 
(with derivation of different closed form expressions for MIMO capac-
ity examples of which are presented in [74] and [75]). They have also 
spawned interesting research and development activities in practical 
methods, such as space-time block coding (STBC) strategies and Bell 
labs layered space time (BLAST) like systems [76]). 
The interest in this chapter is in the practical use of orthogonal 
space-time block coding methods over point-to-point MIMO channels 
and thereby to leverage the spatial dimension and its associated po-
1These additional capacity gains are guaranteed if there exist uncorrelated sub-
channels between the transmitter and the receiver. 
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tential capacity gain. Orthogonal space-time block codes (0-STBCs) 
inherently reduce the MIMO channel into a single SISO channel with 
modified channel statistic [28], such MIMO channels are henceforth 
referred to here as orthogonal-MIMO channels (0-MIMO). The issue 
here is the investigation of the capacity bounds of 0-MIMO channels 
using 0-STBC with different transmission (code) rates. Generally, the 
MIMO capacity is shown to scale linearly with the minimum of the 
number of transmit and received antennas, but for 0-MIMO channels 
the capacity is also a function of the transmission rate of the 0-STBC 
involved. Therefore, for 0-STBC to deliver any pay off in-terms of 
capacity improvement over the traditional SISO channel, the trans-
mission rate must be preserved from the transmitter to the receiver 
(i.e. the 0-STBC must be of full rate) and hence delivering the diver-
sity advantage. Since according to [21], a full diversity and full rate 
complex value space time block code (STBC) exists only for a dimen-
sion of two e.g Alamouti-STBC (A-STBC), therefore, most earlier work 
in [77], [11] and [78] which presents achievable ergodic and non-ergodic 
capacity of 0-MIMO channels were based on A-STBC over two trans-
mit antennas and other lower rate codes over higher numbers of trans-
mit antennas. With the extension of A-STBC into four dimensions the 
quasi-orthogonalspace-time block codes (QO-STBCs) 2 [20] which were 
then orthogonalised in [18] and called the closed-loop quasi-orthogonal 
space time block code CL-QO-STBC, then the assumption in [21] can 
no longer represent a generalised statement for 0-STBCs. The perfor-
mance of the CL-QO-STBC presented in [18] focussed on its bit error 
rate (BER) at different signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions, which is 
2Remember that this code achieves full code rate at the expense of diversity 
hence is not orthogonal. 
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different from the one presented in this chapter, the new evaluation 
presented here in-terms of capacity is important to overall system de-
sign such as when concatenated with capacity-achieving outer codes e.g. 
Turbo Codes or deployed in distributed communications. Therefore it 
is the aim of this chapter to present both the ergodic and non-ergodic 
capacity potential of 0-MIMO using the CL-QO-STBC. 
To this end, the remainder of this chapter is structured as follows, 
firstly an overview of some basic analysis presented in [69] is re-iterated 
for the Gaussian channel in Section 3.2. Emphasis is then placed upon 
Rayleigh fading in Section 3.3, which leads to the definition of capacity 
over ergodic and non-ergodic channels. This aids in the understand-
ing of MIMO capacity as presented in [3] for generic MIMO systems 
and 0-MIMO in Section 3.4. Some simulation results are presented in 
Section 3.5 which show the capacity potentials in using CL-QO-STBC 
in comparison with other 0-STBCs including the popular A-STBC. 
Finally, in Section 3.6, a summary is presented. 
3.2 Channel Capacity (Gaussian Case) 
Consider a classical representation of a communication system pre-
sented in Figure 3.1 named in [69] as a "Schematic diagram of a general 
communication system", where the information source generates mes-
sages or sequences of messages to be transmitted to the receiver through 
the transmitter, the transmitter then performs signal processing on the 
message making it suitable for transmission over the channel. The re-
ceiver, on the other hand, performs an inverse transmitter operation on 
the received signal to reconstruct the original message and forward it 
to the destination. Shannon shows that the white noise from the noise 
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Figure 3.1. Simple schematic diagram of a general communication 
system. 
source results in a distorted signal at the receiver. Of most interest 
to him was the measure of the information contained in the message 
received by the destination in relation to the message transmitted from 
information source. To do this he extended the concept of entropy 
originally exploited in a thermodynamic context to information theory, 
to measure the level of uncertainty in the transmitted message. For a 
continuous random variable (x) having a probability density function 
(pdf) p(x), its average entropy can be expressed as 
H(x) = -1: p(x)log2 (p(x))dx (3.2.1) 
This equation can also be regarded as the amount of information 
required on average to describe x. If this variable is limited in variance, 
a 2 (with any mean f.L), then p(x) which maximises equation (3.2.1) 
follows a Gaussian distribution, i.e. x ""N(f.L, a 2), the uncertainty in x 
can thus be expressed as 
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(3.2.2) 
where e is the natural constant with approximate value of 2.718. If 
y is the received message at the destination then it is also a random 
process, and the mutual information between x and y is given as 
I(x; y) = H(x)- H(xiy) (3.2.3) 
which represents the uncertainty inherent in the transmitted message 
x, minus the uncertainty in y given that xis transmitted and is called 
a conditional entropy of x given y. If at the receiver, the conditional 
entropy remains i.e. H(x) = H(xiy), then the receiver will be unable 
to decide which realisation of x has been transmitted and the mutual 
information is zero; alternatively, if after receiving y, the uncertainty 
in x is resolved partially, i.e. 0 < H(xiy) < H(x), then the receiver 
can determine with some level of certainty which realisation of x is 
transmitted, and this level of certainty depends on the properties of 
the channel. However, if H(xiy) completely resolves the uncertainty in 
x i.e. H(xiy) = 0, the receiver can determine the realisation of x with 
utmost certainty and I(x; y) = H(x). According to [69] theorem 16 
maximum mutual information between the source and destination oc-
curs when H(xiy) = 0. With this framework, Shannon then expressed 
the capacity of a channel as the maximum mutual information I(x; y) 
between the source and the destination for all possible distributions of 
x in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as 
C = maxl(x;y) 
p(x) 
(3.2.4) 
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The input/output relationship of the above system can be repre-
sented as, 
y=x+n (3.2.5) 
where n is the additive white noise, which is Gaussian in nature. Hence 
equation (3.2.4) is maximised only if x is Gaussian too. This enabled 
him to define the channel capacity of an AWGN channel per channel 
use as 
(3.2.6) 
where pis the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) defined as the ratio of average 
power of x (S) to the average power of n (N). 
Shannon then showed that if xis limited in duration T(s) and band-
width W(H z) it can be represented approximately with 2WT samples. 
Since the capacity expression in equation (3.2.6) is the capacity per 
channel use, he was able to express the capacity of a band limited 
signal/ channel as 
C = WTlog2 (1 + p) (bits) (3.2.7) 
which represents the maximum number of bits that can be transmitted 
per channel use without error. 
This can then be re-written per duration T as 
C _ 1. WTlog2 (1 + p) _ Wl (l ) = 1m - og2 + p 
T-+oo T 
(bitsjs) (3.2.8) 
If this expression is normalised by the bandwidth of x, equation (3.2.8) 
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can thus be expressed per unit bandwidth as 
C _ Wlog2(1 + p) _ l (1 ) 
- W - og2 +p (bitsfs/ Hz) (3.2.9) 
Equation (3.2.9) is thus referred to as the normalised capacity, defined 
as channel capacity per unit bandwidth. In this thesis, the normalised 
channel capacity is used for notational simplicity. 
Finally, Shannon proved that to achieve error free communication 
from the source to the destination, the transmission rate must not ex-
ceed the channel capacity. 
3.3 Channel Capacity (Fading Case) 
If in Figure 3.1, the channel between the transmitter and the receiver 
is wireless then there generally exist different paths between the trans-
mitter and the receiver. This will result in many delayed versions of 
the transmitted signal being received at the receiver, the receiver then 
combines these different versions (which could be different in phase and 
strength) together and processes the estimated received signal. Since 
the resulting signal is an accumulation of different received signals, the 
channel is no longer an additive white zero memory Gaussian noise 
channel [29] and its capacity cannot be explicitly defined by equation 
(3.2.9). 
To be able to describe the capacity of such a channel, a general 
characteristic of wireless channels must be defined. Wireless channels 
generally obey large, medium and small-scale fading [29]; large scale 
fading results in the reduction in the received signal strength/power 
over a long period of time or large distance, this is a deterministic ef-
---------------------
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feet which is attributed to path loss or shadowing. Medium scale fading 
is a random effect that is observed in the spatial dimension when moved 
over several tens of wavelength [79] and lastly small-scale fading results 
in the rapid changing of the received signal power over a short period 
of time or distance, this is further classified in [29] into flat slow /fast 
fading or frequency non-selective slow /fast fading and frequency se-
lective slow /fast fading. This random change in signal power at the 
receiver due to small-scale fading has resulted in use of different statis-
tical arguments to model a wireless channel namely Rayleigh, Ricean 
and N akagami fading models [17]. These statistical models define the 
randomness in the channel power gains >. with their respective proba-
bility density function p(>.). The study of all these wireless models is 
beyond the scope of this thesis hence analysis here concentrates only 
on systems operating over Rayleigh fading slow /frequency non selective 
channels. 
If message x is defined as a finite length codeword drawn from an in-
finite length codebook, then the capacity expression in equation (3.2.9) 
can be expressed in-terms of channel power gain due to the determin-
istic effects captured in 1 and >. with its associated probability density 
function p(>.) as follows. 
3.3.1 Fixed Channel Realisation 
If the channel gains are fixed for at least the finite duration of the 
codeword transmission, the channel capacity of a wireless channel with 
a fixed >. can be expressed as 
(bitsjs/Hz) (3.3.1) 
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This expression is sometimes referred to as instantaneous capacity. 
3.3.2 Ergodic Channel Realisation 
If A varies through a transmitted codeword but its statistical properties 
(moments) are the same from codeword to codeword, then the channel 
can be referred to as ergodic and the capacity can be expressed as an 
average capacity over all possible value of A which is expressed in [3] as 
(bitsjsj Hz) (3.3.2) 
where E>. {.} is the statistical expectation operator with respect to A 
described by its probability density function. The expression in equa-
tion (3.3.2) can be referred to as the mean capacity, which can be 
interpreted to mean that, if the channel fades fast enough over a finite 
but long length of codeword, then its mean can be estimated with up-
most certainty. The channel can then support a rate not exceeding the 
above given capacity. This expression will prove useful for the analysis 
presented in this chapter. 
3.3.3 Non-ergodic Channel Realisation 
If A is chosen randomly and kept constant for the entire codeword trans-
mission, there exists a non-zero probability that a certain rate cannot 
be supported by the channel [3]. This is because for this randomly 
fixed channel, it might be possible that a certain rate cannot be sup-
ported, hence making it impossible to express the capacity of such a 
channel as maximum mutual information, rather the capacity is some-
times referred to as the outage capacity [80], and is expressed by means 
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of non-zero probability called the outage probability. The reliability of 
such a channel depends on its outage probability. This channel prop-
erty will be made apparent during the discussion on MIMO capacity in 
the next section. 
3.4 Capacity of a MIMO Channel 
This section is focussed on the capacity achievable by a multiple an-
tenna system over the various channel realisations discussed in the pre-
vious section and taking into consideration coding over its spatial and 
temporal dimensions. 
3.4.1 System Model 
Consider a generalised MIMO transceiver model represented by Fig-
ure 3.2. The data streams from the source is fed into the transmitting 
block containing error control coding, signal-to-constellation Gray code 
mapping (multi-level quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), or 
M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK)), the coding produces several sep-
arate symbol streams which are mapped to the Nt transmit antennas. 
This mapping may be a linear weighting of antennas (as in the case of a 
channel with feedback) or space-time coding [81]. The resulting spatial 
codewords (xi, i E 1, 2 ... Nt) are then transmitted through Nt multiple 
antennas with average power S to the receiver via a wireless chan-
nel. The receiver is also equipped with Nr multiple antennas, receives 
codewords (yi, i E 1, 2 ... Nr) that have been distorted by the channel 
and AWGN of average power N. The receiver performs demodulation 
and demapping operations to produce an estimate of the transmitted 
data stream s at the destination. The selection of coding and antenna 
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mapping can vary a great deal depending upon the application and its 
primarily decided by factors such as receiver and transmitter complex-
ity, and prior channel knowledge. Again of interest in this chapter is 
the space-time coding process at the transmitter and the receiver to 
determine the achievable error-free transmission rate over this channel. 
Mathematically, let the spatial transmitted codeword from all the 
Nt antennas at anytime instant be represented by x E CNtxl, with the 
total power constraint S regardless of the numbers of transmit antennas 
the following holds. 
(3.4.1) 
where tr[.] and (.)H defining a trace and Hermitian transpose opera-
tor respectively. Representing the general channel realisation between 
transmitter i, i E (1, Nt) and receiver j, j E (1, Nr) as hi,j, then the 
entire channel realisation between the transmitter and the receiver can 
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be grouped into an Nr x Nt complex channel matrix H expressed as 
hl,l hl,2 
h2,l h2,2 
H= (3.4.2) 
where hi,j is referred to as a sub-channel. Assuming His full rank, then 
there will be at least min(Nt, Nr) independent sub-channels between 
the transmitter and receiver. The input-output representation can thus 
be expressed as 
y= Hx+n (3.4.3) 
where y E CNrxl is the received signal vector containing the received 
signal at each receiver and n E CNr x 1 is the noise vector contain-
ing noise samples from each receiving antenna with every dimension 
being a zero mean circularly symmetrical complex Gaussian (ZMC-
SCG) random variable with average power N/2 per dimension i.e.n rv 
Cc(ONr' N, INJ, where INr and ONr represent an identity matrix and 
an all-zero matrix respectively both with dimensions NrxNr. In what 
follows, the achievable communication rate through this channel when 
0-STBC is employed at the transmitter is considered, taking into con-
sideration the different channel realisations of H similar to A in Section 
3.3. 
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3.4.2 Fixed Channel Coefficient 
If the matrix His fixed, then the channel capacity for this MIMO sys-
tem due to [82] and [39] is more rigorously derived by Telatar in [3]. 
A lot of literature on its derivation is now available, the interested 
reader can find details in many books on wireless communications such 
as [2], [20] and [28]. For this reason only important results are sum-
marised here. 
The capacity of the system expressed by equation (3.4.3) when x f"o,J 
Nc(ONtl Q), the codebook covariance matrix Q = E{xxH} and tr[Q] = 
S is given in [3] as 
(bitsfs/Hz) (3.4.4) 
where det(.) is the determinant operator. According to [3] Q is diago-
nal. This implies that equation (3.4.4) can be rewritten as 
C = log2 det(l + H'll!HH p) (bits/ s/ H z) (3.4.5) 
where 'Ill is a diagonal matrix containing fractions of the transmit power 
allocated to each transmitter, and as a reminder p, is the ratio of the 
total average transmit power S from all antennas to the receiver noise 
power N 
or 
Nt 
C = L log2(l + AiEiP) (bits/s/Hz) (3.4.6) 
i=l 
where )..iENt are the eigenvalues of HHH and EiENt are the diagonal 
elements of 'Ill with each representing the fraction of the total power 
allocated to each transmit antenna i.e. 'Ill = diag(EI, E2, .... , EN1 ), the 
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allocation of which depends on the presence of the channel state infor-
mation (CSI) at the transmitter. The well known approach as reported 
in the literature that optimally distributes EiENt when the transmitter 
has the full knowledge of the CSI is the water-filling algorithm [76], 
otherwise an equal proportion of the total power is allocated to each 
transmit antenna. Using the water filling algorithm, the optimum value 
of each Ei is determine through Lagrangian optimisation when S = 1 
to yield 
i E (1, Nt) (3.4.7) 
where p, is a constant that satisfy "2:~1 Ei = 1 and (E)+ implies 
this ensures that a non-negative power is allocated to each antenna. 
Thus the capacity expression in equation (3.4.6) can then be simplify 
as [11] 
Nt 
C = L(log2(JlAiP))+ (bits/s/ Hz) (3.4.8) 
i=l 
Explicitly, equation (3.4. 7) can be interpreted to mean that if the chan-
nel gains of any of the i E Nt sub-channels results in a negative power 
being transmitted through it, the algorithm allocates a zero fraction 
of the total power to its respective antenna and hence no transmission 
takes place through the sub-channel, therefore, the transmission power 
is concentrated on the sub-channels that result in a non-zero alloca-
tion, thus an optimal usage of available power. This will enhance the 
resulting capacity in equation (3.4.8) which is a linear combination of 
the capacities ofthe used sub-channels. However, this capacity advan-
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tage disappears at high SNRs for Nt = Nr (29]. It should be noted 
that an explicit estimation of J-L is omitted here because the method of 
obtaining it is well established in the literature, interested readers can 
check [2] and [11] for details. 
As mentioned above if the CSI is not available at the transmitter, 
but it is known perfectly at the receiver, then equal power allocated to 
all transmitting antennas remains optimal (29], thus, equation (3.4.6) 
can then be expressed as, 
Nt A 
C = L log2 (1 + ;J) 
i=l t 
(bits/ s/ H z) (3.4.9) 
Transmitting an 0-STBC through this MIMO results in a capacity 
expression not only constrained by the number of transmit and receive 
antennas, but also the 0-STBC transmission rate. The transceiver 
model in Figure 3.2 is redrawn explicitly in Figure 3.3 to show the 
space-time codingjdecodii1g processes at the transmitter and the re-
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ceiver. It is assumed that the transmitted symbols resulted from signal 
to constellation mapping (not shown) are mapped by the space-time 
encoder into a block code with spatial and temporal dimensions. The 
space-time block code (STBC) generated is orthogonal and could be of 
different code rates similar to the ones discussed in the previous chap-
ters. To remind the reader, the code rate R of 0-STBC is the ratio of 
the transmitted number of symbols that can be sent in one codeword 
to the number of durations used in transmitting the codeword. The 
received symbols are then decoded through the space-time decoder be-
fore being passed to the signal to constellation demapping stage(not 
shown). 
Since the use of 0-STBC reduces the MIMO channel into a single 
SISO channel with modified channel statistics [28], equation (3.4.4) can 
be written as 
(bits/s/Hz) (3.4.10) 
where p is modified to mean the ratio of average transmitted sym-
bol power S to the noise power N at the receiver, and IIHII} denotes 
squared Frobenius norm of H given as 
Nt Nr 
IIHII~ = L L lhijl 2 = tr[HHH] (3.4.11) 
i=l j=l 
3.4.3 Ergodic Fading Channel 
In contrast to the previous section, the realisation of H posses the 
same characteristic of the channel described in Section 3.3.2. Therefore, 
the capacity is now obtained by averaging equation (3.4.4) over all 
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realisations of H for a capacity maximising codebook covariance matrix 
Q, this is sometimes referred to as ergodic or mean capacity. Telatar 
in [3] then proved that for x rv N;;(ONtl Q), this ergodic capacity can 
be expressed for a given maximising codebook covariance matrix as 
(3.4.12) 
If n = max(Nn Nt) and m = min(Nn Nt), the random matrix 
HHH has a Wishart distribution with parameters m, n and ordered 
eigenvalues with joint probability density function given in [83] as 
(3.4.13) 
where Km,n is the normalizing factor. Any of the ordered eigenvalues 
have the distribution 
(3.4.14) 
where L~-m(>.) is the associated Laguerre polynomial of order k and it 
is given by 
k 
n-m 1 [ ( k + n - m)! J l
Lk (>.) = L) -1) (k -l)!(n- m+ l)!l!>. 
l=O 
(3.4.15) 
Then equation (3.4.12) can be expressed in-terms of the ordered eigen-
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values as 
C = E>.{log2det(1Nr + ;t diag()q, ...... ,Am))} 
m 
= E>. (2:::: log2(1 + ; Ai)} 
i=l t 
p 
= m.E>.{log2(1 + Nt A)} 
m-1 I 
= 100 log2(1 + ..f!_A). L K. [Ln-m(AWAn-me->.dA 
o Nt (k + n- m)! k 
k=O 
(3.4.16) 
This is the landmark ergodic capacity expression derived by Telatar 
in [3] to which various explicit closed forms have been developed for 
simplification of its analysis and applications. 
Similar to equation (3.4.10), the modified expression of equation 
(3.1.16) for the 0-MIMO channel can be expressed as [11] 
C = E>. { R log2 ( 1 + ~~t) } 
= 100 Rlog2(1+ ~~Jp(A)dA (bits/s/Hz) (3.4.17) 
where A = L::~=l Ai depends on the statistics of each sub-channel and 
q = Nt.Nr. Clearly p(A) can be obtained through the q fold convolution 
with respect to the probability density functions of Ai (p(Ai)) i.e. 
(3.4.18) 
where* denotes the convolution operation. Although equation (3.4.18) 
is analytically feasible, it has been proven it could be easily solved with 
the use of the moment generating function (MGF). 
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The MGF cP>..(s) of>. is defined as 
(3.4.19) 
and when using this result equation (3.4.18) transforms into 
q 
cP>..(s) =IT cP>..;(s) (3.4.20) 
i=l 
The probability density function of >. is know obtained by performing 
inverse transformation which yields 
(3.4.21) 
where j denotes the complex number j = J=I and f7 is chosen in the 
region of convergence of the integral in the complex s plane. Since 
the MGF is closely related to the L&place transform, the operations 
in equations (3.4.19) and (3.4.21) are rarely perform because of the 
availability of large tables of either transforms e.g. [84] 
With [17] and [11] equation (3.4.18) for a Rayleigh fading sub-
channel can be expressed as 
(3.4.22) 
This probability density function has been shown in [4] to follow a 
X 2 distribution with 2q degrees of freedom and a mean of q and r(.) 
denotes an ordinary Gamma function. With this expression, equation 
(3.4.17) can be re-written as 
- R loo ( >.p ) q-l ->.. C- f(q) 
0 
log2 1 + RNt >. e d>. (bits/s/Hz) (3.4.23) 
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The normalised capacity versus SNR based on this expression is 
shown in Figure 3.4 for different rate 0-STBCs with performance corn-
pared with CL-QO-STBC. This figure will be discussed in more detail 
in Section 3.5. 
3.4.4 Non-Ergodic Fading Channel 
In the section, the analysis will assume a channel realisation chosen ran-
domly according to a Rayleigh distribution at the beginning of trans-
mission and kept constant over the codeword transmission, therefore, 
there is a non-zero probability that a given transmission rate <I> will not 
be supported by this channel [3], as mentioned earlier this probability 
is called the outage probability Pcout)(<I>). Thus the maximum mutual 
information is generally not equal to the channel capacity because it is 
not always achievable. The aim here is to express the achievable trans-
mission rate over this channel based on the communication reliability 
1- P(out)(<I>). 
To minimise the outage probability for a given channel, noise power, 
average codeword power and required transmission rate a suitable code-
word x must be choosing with covariance matrix Q = E{xxH} [3]. The 
outage probability can be expressed in terms of the desired rate as 
HQHH 
P(out)(<I>) = inf {Pr [zog2 det(IN + N )] <<I>} tr(Q)::;s r (3.4.24) 
where inf{.} and Pr[.] denotes infinum and probability respectively. 
The choice of codewords x which minimise the outage probability with 
given constraint tr( Q) = S is not trivial and has not been solved in 
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a closed form. However, Telatar in [3], provided a conjecture on the 
optimum form of Q. As he outlined, lets assume that NT transmit ele-
ments and Nr receive elements are available. The conjecture states that 
the covariance Q which minimises the outage probability of equation 
(3.4.24) has to be of the form 
(3.4.25) 
where Nt = 1, .. , NT is chosen such that (3.4.24) is minimised for a given 
rate <P and SNR. That means that out of NT transmitters only Nt are 
used. This allows equation (3.4.24) to be rewritten as 
(3.4.26) 
which, with reference to [3], can be expressed as 
(3.4.27) 
This requires the calculation of an m-fold convolution of the probability 
density functions of log2 (1 + %;) generated by the randomness of Ai 
with pdf p(.Ai) given by equation (3.4.14) similar to that of the ergodic 
channel. After some simplification and modifications [11], equation 
(3.4.27) can then be expressed as 
(3.4.28) 
where 1(., .) denotes the lower incomplete Gama function. 
In both equations (3.4.23) and (3.4.28) the case of SIMO and MISO 
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are found using the appropriate values of Nt and Nr. 
Figure 3.5 depicts the outage probability versus desired rate in 
(bits/s/Hz) for different rare 0-STBCs and CL-QO-STBCs. Simula-
tion studies are next undertaking to examine the expression described 
in equations (3.4.23) and (3.4.28). 
3.5 Simulation Results 
In complementary to previous research work on CL-QO-STBC, the re-
sults presented in this section, serve as a new generalised performance 
criteria for the CL-QO-STBC. Figure 3.4, shows the normalised ergodic 
capacity in bits/s/Hz taken from equation (3.4.23) for a multi-input sin-
gle output (MISO) channels using different rate 0-STBCs including the 
CL-QO-STBC versus SNR. Clearly, the CL-QO-STBC promises to de-
liver higher capacity over the ergodic channel. As can be observed the 
full-rate CL-QO-STBC outperforms the Alamouti-STBC by approxi-
mately 0.3dB or 0.2 bits/s/Hz and better than the SISO scheme by 
approximately 2dB or 0.5 bits/s/Hz. Also, the 3/4-rate schemes per-
form at a rate inferior to the full-rate schemes (SISO), A-STBC and 
CL-QO-STBC. This is as a result of the loss in transmission rate of 
these schemes. That means that if a transceiver deploys a channel code 
operating at the capacity limit, then the use of more than two transmit 
antennas only improves the gain for ergodic fading channels, provided 
the rate is maintained over all the transmit antennas. However, since 
the 0-STBC reduces the MIMO channel to a scalar AWGN SISO chan-
nel with gain proportional to the Frobenius norm of the matrix channel, 
none of the capacities exceeds the capacity of a simple Gaussian SISO 
channel. -
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QO-STBC provide outage probability of 1. However, at a lower rate 
<I> = 2bits Is I H z the figures show that this rate is supported at 0.28 
outage probability by a SISO scheme, the Alamouti scheme by 0.12 
and the CL-QO-STBC by 0.2, that is a reliability of 98%. This means 
that the number of transmit antennas and the 0-STBC employed at 
the transmitter should depend on the desired transmission rate. 
An interesting behaviour of these curves is that they intersect at 
some point, which demonstrates the observation of Telatar's conjecture 
in equation (3.4.25), that is, desired high rates with higher reliability 
should be supported by one transmit element, and desired low rates 
with high reliability by four elements. 
As with the ergodic channel, simulation results show the case of a 
system with single receive antenna, a similar conclusion can be made 
for any number of receive antennas, with steeper outage curves when 
the number of received antennas increases. 
It should be highlighted that the performance improvement of CL-
QO-STBC is dependent upon the availability of channel state infor-
mation (CSI) at the transmitter and this is assumed throughout the 
thesis. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter has analysed capacities and associated outage probabil-
ities of MIMO channels when 0-STBCs are transmitted through it. 
Although the presented capacity limits can only be approached with 
transceivers of infinite complexity, an understanding of their behaviour 
is vital in designing optimum MIMO communication systems. The 
analyses presented will prove very useful in distributed-MIMO multi-
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stage systems to be discussed in the next chapter. 
To maintain a logical thread, from the introductory notes to the 
simulation results of 0-MIMO channel capacities and associated out-
age probabilities, a brief introductory definition of capacity was first 
given, followed by Shannon's understanding and definition of capac-
ity of an AWGN channels, this allowed for a proper understanding of 
the subject in later sections. Next, the fundamental difference between 
AWGN channel capacity and capacity of wireless channels was pre-
sented leading to fundamental differences between capacity and outage 
probability. Both concepts proved crucial for the remaining sections. In 
what follows, the traditional flat Rayleigh fading MIMO channel in its 
ergodic and non-ergodic realisation was dealt with from which the asso-
ciated 0-MIMO capacity and outage probability were presented. It was 
shown through simulation that 0-STBCs are optimal with respect to 
ergodic capacity when the code is rate one and the capacity advantage 
grows linearly as a function of the number of transmit and receive an-
tennas. In particular, the result shows the ergodic capacity advantage 
of CL-QO-STBC over the A-STBC (both rate one codes) and other 
lower rate codes. The CL-QO-STBC outperforms the A-STBC scheme 
by approximately 0.3dB or 0.2 bits/s/Hz and the 3/4-rate schemes per-
form inferior to both rate one schemes this is as a result of the loss in 
transmission rate of these schemes. 
A different behaviour was experienced when this 0-MIMO system 
operated over a non-ergodic channel. It was shown that an increase 
in the number of transmit antennas does not always lower the outage 
probability, thus deployment of CL-QO-STBC must be made taken 
into consideration the desired transmission rate. The simulation results 
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show that for a four antenna 0-MIMO system deploying CL-QO-STBC, 
the reliability of transmitting lower rate information is higher that with 
higher transmission rate. 
These two novel simulation results shows the promised capacity and 
outage bound of 0-MIMO channel when CL-QO-STBC are deployed 
at the transmitter, with perfect CSI. 
In general the capacity advantage, offered by fixed, ergodic and 
non-ergodic MIMO channels could vanish if there exists correlated sub-
channels between the transmitter and receiver and can be reduced if 
the relative distance between the transmitter and the receiver results 
in considerably high pathloss. 
With further demand for increased coverage areas of mobile and 
other ad-hoc networks, coupled with minimal transceiver sizes, there 
is a need to develop strategies which preserve the theoretical capac-
ity advantage offered by MIMO technology over a wider coverage area 
using transceivers of reasonable size and relatively low computational 
complexity. With these targets the next chapter exploits the advan-
tage inherent to MIMO in the context of "cooperative" relay networks 
with particular interest in the deployment of CL-QO-STBC and the 
closed-loop extended orthogonal space time block code (CL-EO-STBC) 
presented in the previous chapter. 
Chapter 4 
COOPERATIVE RELAY 
NETWORKS 
4.1 Introduction 
Multiple antenna technologies have been shown to be a promising tech-
nology for future wireless communication systems operating in highly 
fading environments. With appropriate coding techniques over tem-
poral and spatial dimensions the effect of fading can be minimised [5], 
[18], [21] and [20]. However, one of the limitations of using these coding 
schemes in traditional point-to-point multi-input multi-output (MIMO) 
systems is that they offer limited capacity, data throughput and can 
be expensive to realised due to the infrastructure required. These lim-
itations in capacity and throughput are largely due to path loss, which 
causes the received signal power to decrease exponentially with dis-
tance between transmitter and receiver. Another constraint in the ef-
fective use of these coding schemes is the physical size limitation within 
mobile terminals and other wireless devices that prevents the success-
ful deployment of multiple antennas which ensure existence of spatial 
uncorrelated channels between the source and destination terminal, a 
condition required to exploit fully the advantage of a multiple antenna 
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system. A more pragmatic approach to system design would be to al-
low multi-stage communication through the use of relays between the 
source and the destination terminals [13], this provides a flexible exten-
sion of the point-to-point system and a logarithmic increase in capacity 
as a function of numbers of relay stages [85]. 
The advantages inherent to relay networks could be further en-
hanced if closely spaced "idle" single antenna terminals (relay nodes) 
cooperate together to form a relaying stage thereby creating a virtual 
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) channel [11], [51] and [86]. In [11], 
the concept of virtual antenna arrays (VAAs) was demonstrated, where 
spatially distributed relays (producing relaying links which suffer un-
correlated fading paths) cooperate together to form a virtual MIMO 
channel that mimics the performance advantage of MIMO. This tech-
nique has been shown to provide diversity gain at the destination [14]. 
To fully exploit the cooperative diversity at the relay nodes, [11], [87] 
and [88] showed the applicability of the two antenna Alamouti code (A-
STBC) as a distributed 0-STBC thereby producing a diversity order 
of 2 for a two single antenna cooperating relay nodes. In [89] a D-
STBC operating in an amplify-and-forward (AF) mode was analysed 
through the derivation of pairwise error probability (PEP) expressions. 
It was shown that the original design criteria for conventional STBC 
(i.e. rank and determinant criteria) still apply for the design of D-
STBC schemes under the assumption that appropriate power control 
rules are employed at relays. 
To increase the diversity order within the network, effort has been 
made to perform distributed coding over four antenna relaying system, 
[55] showed the application of a quasi-orthogonal space-time block code 
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(QO-STBC) with constellation rotation [32] over two relay nodes each 
with two antennas. Although in their work, a diversity order of four 
was achieved, it is very likely that as with MIMO, there is likelihood 
that there will be correlation between adjacent antennas at the same 
relay node, hence degrading the performance of this system in-terms of 
its loss in diversity. In a similar manner, [56] and [57] deploy similar 
coding techniques over relay nodes having one and two antennas each, 
but because of lack of cooperation between the relays, their scheme 
comes with additional processing complexity. 
However, this chapter is aimed at exploiting the maximum relay-
destination diversity when four single antenna relays cooperate together 
with a limited amount of total network power, similar to distributed 
A-STBC previously investigated. The virtual antenna array concept 
is exploited in this thesis to investigate the use of closed loop quasi-
orthogonal space-time block codes (CL-QO-STBCs), over four antenna 
cooperative relay nodes. In contrast to the work presented in [55], 
the spacing between the four antennas ensures spatially uncorrelated 
channels. Additionally, unlike [56] and [57], the virtual antenna array 
approach provides simplified decoding operation at the destination, due 
to the local communication between the relay nodes. 
In general, one of the problems facing relay assisted networks gen-
erally is the optimum allocation of the available network resources, in 
particular the transmission power among all the transmitting elements 
within the network. This has resulted in many suggested approaches 
with different performance measuring indices used in evaluating these 
suggestions. Notable to mention is the work presented in [60], [11], [61] 
and [90]. Out of all these, the virtual antenna array based resource al-
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location strategies presented in [11] are employed here because of sim-
plicity in deployment over spatially distinct relay nodes transmitting 
distributed space-time codes. Of particular interest is the comparison 
of the deployment of distributed A-STBC, CL-QO-STBC and CL-EO-
STBC schemes previously deployed in the context of point-to-point 
communications in a wireless relay network whose relaying nodes have 
single antenna each. 
The remaining parts of this chapter are structured as follows: Sec-
tion 4.1 presents the system model of the cooperative system analysed 
in the chapter, followed by the end-to-end capacity and throughput 
evaluation of the system in Section 4.2. The analysis is split into the 
cases of ergodic and non-ergodic flat fading channels. The resource allo-
cation strategy presented in [11] (previously demonstrated for a limited 
number of relay elements and distributed A-STBC) is extended for a 
higher number of elements and other distributed 0-STBCs including 
the distributed CL-QO-STBC and are also employed in this analysis. 
Simulation results that show these end-to-end capacities and through-
put bounds are presented in Section 4.3, these will serve as theoretical 
measures expected when distributed CL-QO-STBC are deployed in the 
context of virtual antenna array as against the distributed A-STBC. In 
Section 4.4 analyses are performs in-terms of end-to end BER which is 
a realistic measure of the performance expected from the cooperative 
network. Section 4.5 shows simulated end-to-end BER and through-
put. Comparisons are made between CL-QO-STBC and CL-EO-STBC 
in the context of distributed relaying system and it is confirmed that 
their relative performance in point-to-point system is retained with dis-
tributed relay networks. 
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Finally, the chapter is concluded with a summary. 
Note that in all the simulation results presented, the term optimised 
means resources are allocated optimally between relaying stages while 
non-optimised denotes a situation when resources are equally shared 
among the stages independent of the network topology, channel condi-
tions and processing schemes. 
4.1.1 System Model 
In Figure 4.1, a single source and destination communicating via coop-
erating relay nodes is depicted. It is assumed that there is no direct path 
between the source and the destination, all participating nodes commu-
nicate using a single antenna configuration over narrowband flat-fading 
channels hi,j, where i E s, d, represent the channel from the source or 
destination to a particular relay node j E 1, 2, .. , Nt up to the maxi-
mum number of cooperating relays Nt. All random channel parameters 
hi,j are assumed to be zero mean circular symmetric complex Gaussian 
(ZMCSCG) random variables with unity variance. It is also assumed 
that there is full cooperation among transmitting nodes at the relaying 
stage, and the air interface between each node within the relaying stage 
is distinct from the interface used for inter-stage communication and 
are error free due to relatively short communication distance. Because 
the original signals need two stages before arriving at the destination 
in these system models, the model can be named a typical two-stages 
cooperative system. 
Two indices are used here to demonstrate the performance of this 
network when 0-STBC are deployed at the relaying stage. First, a 
theoretical achievable end-to-end capacity gain is presented assuming 
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FDMA access methodology is utilised within the network, and secondly 
the end-to-end BER and throughput performance are presented with 
the TDMA access methodology employed within the network. 
In both cases, the indices suggest similar performance of the net-
works presented which confirms that the access method used in a relay 
network does not affect its capacity gain [11] and thus its potential 
advantages. Analogous to the point-to-point MIMO the capacity be-
haviour depends on the number of cooperating relaying, the channel 
conditions and the STBC employed. 
In what follows the theoretical end-to-end capacity and through-
put gains of the network are presented followed by Monte-Carlo based 
end-to-end BER performance and throughput evaluations for different 
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channel realisations. 
4.2 Capacity and Throughput Evaluation 
In this section, the maximum achievable capacity limit for the scenario 
of Figure 4.1 is investigated for various numbers of cooperating relay 
nodes, over both ergodic and non-ergodic channels. 
4.2.1 Ergodic Channel 
In this section the channel between the source and the relays and from 
the relays to the destination are assumed to be ergodic and the system 
is constrained in its total powerS and bandwidth W. 
Since the notion of Shannon capacity relates to error-free commu-
nication, therefore for any relaying network, if certain capacity is to be 
provided from source to destination, then all the stages involved must 
guarantee error-free communication. Hence, the end-to-end capacity of 
the network will be dictated by the capacity of the weakest stage [91]. 
Looking at Figure 4.1, with each stage transmitting equal amount of 
power, it can be seen that the capacity of an individual stage are un-
equal, this is due to the difference in the transmitting power of the 
source and each relay resulting in different SNR.s at the relay and the 
receiver. Therefore, to maximise the end-to-end capacity, it is necessary 
to maximise the minimum of the capacities. One way to do this is by 
optimally distributing the total available power and bandwidth among 
the two stages [11]. From equation (3.4.17) the capacity of a single ith 
stage can be expressed in term of its fractional allocated power and 
bandwidth 
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{ ( 1 >.i f3i S ) } C· = R-a· E,. log2 1 + -----1 1 1' "• R. N N 
.L"i t; O!i 
(bits/ s) (4.2.1) 
where ai, i E l...K is the fraction of the total bandwidth allocated to 
the ith stage, K is the number of stages, and f3i is the fractional power 
allocated to the ith stage with ~ denoting the 0-STBC rate deployed. 
Note that p is explicitly expressed here to define the power allocation 
in-terms of the total transmit power S, (JiS is the fraction of the total 
power allocated to the ith stage. 
With the approximation of log2 (1 + x) ~ y'x [11], the fractional 
resources O!i and (Ji can be decoupled from the expectation in equation 
(4.2.1), yielding 
(4.2.2) 
where E{ ~}is as defined in [11] as /f;.r~(;f) and qi = Nti.Nri. 
Finally, the ergodic capacity of the ith stage can be expressed as 
(4.2.3) 
which can be re-written as 
( 4.2.4) 
After rigorous analysis in [11] the optimum ratio of ai and (Ji which 
ensures perfect distribution of S and W is shown to be 
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(Ji = K. ~A(qi, NtiRi))~ 
1 
ai "f:.k=1(A(qk,NtkRk))3 
(4.2.5) 
( ) 
{JfLr(q+l) 
where A qj, NtjRj = y ilJ r(qj)2 , j here denotes the adjacent stage. 
The parameter ai is evaluated by equating equation (4.2.1) for all stages 
which yields 
ai = '"'K R E {l (1 1 ~Js _ _fJk s )} 6k-1 k· Ak 0 92 + -R N --N 
- k tk Qk 
( 4.2.6) 
This intermediate result for bandwidth ai is then substituted into equa-
tion (4.2.5) to determine the optimum power allocation for the ith 
stage. The above developed fractional bandwidth and power alloca-
tion schemes are employed in this thesis to demonstrate the advantage 
of optimum resource allocation on the end-to-end capacity of the re-
lay network in Figure 4.6 when both A-STBC and CL-QO-STBC are 
employed at the relaying stages. 
4.2.2 Non-ergodic Channel 
As discussed earlier, the capacity behaviour of a non-ergodic chan-
nel is entirely characterized by the rate <I> supported with probability 
1- P(out)(<I>). Defining the amount of information delivered error-free 
from source to destination as throughput 8 for a given system, and 
noting that the notion of capacity defines error-free transmission, then 
maximising capacity will be the same as maximising the throughput 
through minimising the outage probability. Therefore, using 8 alone 
will be appropriate to evaluate the maximum achievable rate of a non-
ergodic channel. The normalised (spectral) throughput in bits/s/Hz of 
a non-ergodic channel can be expressed in-terms of the outage proba-
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bility as [11] 
(4.2.7) 
From equation ( 4.2. 7) it can be said that there exists an optimum 
<I> which maximises throughput and minimises the outage probability, 
however this proves intractable to determine with the outage expression 
in equation (3.4.27). Interestingly, in [11] the analysis is simplified by 
suggesting an approximation for equation (3.4.27) in the form of, 
(4.2.8) 
where a and b are obtained numerically so as to minimise the mean error 
between the approximated and the exact value in the outage probabil-
ity. The approximated outage probability can thus be expressed as 
(4.2.9) 
this can be easily resolved for <I> to yield 
(4.2.10) 
hence substituting equation ( 4.2.10) into ( 4.2. 7) the normalised through-
put can then be approximated as 
(4.2.11) 
which after logarithmic approximation log2 (1 + x) ~ yx again yields 
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8 ~ (1- R (<P)) R 2b P(out)(<P) {1 fT {S (out) · a V Ii V N; V 1V (4.2.12) 
hence the throughput maximising outage probability can thus be ob-
tained by differentiating equation (4.2.12) with respect to P(out)(<P) and 
expressed in [11] as 
(4.2.13) 
As with ergodic channels, end-to-end throughput m multi-stage 
communication through non-ergodic channels is also determined by the 
weakest stage, i.e. the stage with minimum throughput. Therefore to 
maximise end-to-end throughput, the throughput at each stage needs 
to be equalized and then maximised through fractional resource alloca-
tion. 
Therefore, substituting equation (4.2.13) into (4.2.11) along with 
insertion of fractional resource allocation parameters f3i and ai and 
after simple manipulations, the throughput expression for the ith stage 
is given in [11] as 
( 2b ) ( ( 1 ) i !3i 1 s ) ei ~ ai Ri 1 + 2b .log2 1 + a(1 + 2b) ai Nti N (4.2.14) 
which could be approximately expressed in term of the logarithmic 
approximation as 
(4.2.15) 
which is similar to equation ( 4.2.4) and enables the adoption of frac-
tional resource allocation strategies for ergodic channels to be used. As 
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with an ergodic channel the aim here is to estimate the end-to-end nor-
malised throughput for the network in Figure 4.1 when both A-STBC 
and CL-QO-STBC are employed at the relaying stages. 
The simulation results shown in the next section demonstrate the 
achievable normalised end-to-end capacity and throughput of 0-MIMO 
channels using the distributed A-STBC and the CL-QO-STBC schemes 
over ergodic and non-ergodic channel versus the SNR. Also shown is 
the effect of optimum interstage power allocation on these capacities 
and throughput. 
4.3 Simulation Results 
Figure 4.2 show the normalised end-to-end ergodic capacity versus SNR 
when two/four relay nodes cooperate at the relaying stage. With four 
cooperating relays, the CL-QO-STBC scheme provides higher end-to-
end capacity over the A-STBC scheme in ergodic channels indepen-
dent of SNR at the receivers. Assuming an operating SNR of lOdB 
at all receiving nodes, the distributed CL-QO-STBC scheme delivers 
an normalised end-to-end capacity of approximately 1. 7bits / s / H z as 
against 1.6bits / s / H z obtained with the use of distributed A-STBC. 
Notice that difference in the capacities of these two schemes widens as 
SNR increased, this shows that this new deployment of the distributed 
CL-QO-STBC in the context of virtual antenna array (single antenna 
relays), promises to deliver a higher capacity gain over the distributed 
A-STBC with increase in SNR for non-optimised case. 
However, the figure also shows that with implementing fractional re-
source allocation ( optimised case), the distributed CL-QO-STBC scheme 
delivers a 20% capacity improvement over A-STBC case (2.1bitsfs/ Hz 
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Figure 4.2. Normalised end-to-end capacity versus SNR for a two 
st ages ergodic channel configuration with optimum resource allocation 
against 1. 9bi t s Is I H z) . The SISO result presented is just for illustration 
only to show the importance of cooperation amount the relays. 
Also for non-ergodic channels, the distributed CL-QO-STBC scheme, 
as illustrated in Figure 4. 3, provides the higher end-to-end through-
put as compared to the distributed A-STBC scheme over the entire 
SNR range. Again, assuming an operating SNR of lOdB the dis-
tributed CL-QO-ST BC scheme delivers a throughput of approximately 
1.15bitsl si H z as against 0.9bitsl si H z delivered by the distributed A-
STBC scheme. Clearly this is 25% improvement in the end-to-end 
throughput for non-optimised case. Again when fractional resource al-
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Figure 4.3. ormali ed end-to-end throughput ver us S R for a two 
tages non-ergodi channel configuration with optimum re our allo-
cation 
location ( optimi d as ) is used the di tribut d CL-QO-STB 
till maintain it · p rformance advantag ov r h di tributed - TB 
cheme. In both it can be n that th nd-to-end throughput 
gap betwe n di ributed CL-QO-STB and TB chem 
as SNR incr as d. 
Therefor for both ergodic and non- rgodic channels u ing L-
QO-STB in a di 'tributed single antenna r la (virtual ant nna array) 
provide gr at r apa ity and throughput dvantage as compar d t 
the conventional - TBC cheme . 
The low r raL 0 - TBC in Figur 4.3 h ws th loss in p rforman 
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with reduction in the rate R of the 0-STBC, again this is for illustration 
only. 
Although the end-to-end capacity and throughput illustrated in Fig-
ures 4.2 and 4.3 represent the capacity and throughput delivered when 
distributed A-STBC and CL-QO-STBC are employed at the relays, 
they represent an information-theoretic perspective to system evalua-
tion and do not represent the practical behaviour of the cooperative 
system under consideration. Therefore in the next section a more prac-
tical measure, end-to-end BER, is employed in the analysis of Figure 
4.1 
4.4 Link Performance 
The analysis so far has dealt with the theoretical capacity and through-
put for a distributed MIMO multi-stage communication network taken 
into account certain communication scenarios i.e. whether the channel 
is ergodic or non-ergodic. In all these, it is implied that transceivers 
having infinite complexity are available to the system designer. This is 
highly impractical, therefore the capacity analysis presented from the 
time of Shannon are just a theoretically achievable transmission rate 
and does not represent an accurate metric to measure the performance 
of a realistic communication system. 
Evaluating the performance of such a system realistically is done in-
terms of its error-rate versus SNR. The most commonly used error-rate 
metric includes the bit-error-rate (BER), symbol-error-rate (SER) and 
frame error-rate (FER). BER and SER are important when comparing 
various modulation or coding schemes, whereas modern packet based 
systems can be gauged by FER. Since evaluation of network perfor-
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mance based of different coding schemes is of interest here, SER and 
BER evaluation will be employed in accessing the performance of the 
network presented in Figure 4.1. 
For any practical system the BER decreases generally asymptoti-
cally with increased SNR, therefore, finding an equivalent SNR at which 
the system is error-free is not unique. Hence, to guarantee an error-free 
link, the SNR has to approach infinity (for the given additive Gaussian 
noise model). That has obviously little meaning for a system designer, 
which is the reason why finite complexity transceivers are said to yield 
a virtually error-free communication when the achieved error-rate falls 
below a certain threshold. 
Signal processing at the transmitters and receivers has proven to be 
an important tool in reducing the error-rate of a system at the specified 
SNR, therefore, this section will use this tool in showing the realistic 
performance of this system with TDMA access methodology across the 
network. 
4.4.1 System Model 
From Figure 4.1, communication between the source and the destina-
tion is accomplished as follows. In the first time frame the source node 
broadcasts symbol sk, (s E Z and k E Nt) to the relay nodes over a 
number of symbol intervals N which depends on the numbers of co-
operating relays or the size of the 0-STBC coding matrix. Assuming 
perfect cooperation among relay nodes, i.e. perfect synchronization 
and error free inter-relay communication using no channel resources 
(bandwidth/time), and perfect backward CSI 1 at the relays. 
1Channel state information between the source and the relays. 
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The distributed channel vector from source to relay hsr can take the 
form, 
(4.4.1) 
which enables the received signal at each symbol interval in the presence 
of Gaussian noise denoted by n (i.e. ZMCSCG random variables with 
variance N0) to be compactly represented in vector form over all the 
relay terminals, 
( 4.4.2) 
This is simple maximal-ratio-combining (MRC) which is then followed 
by matched filtering 
( 4.4.3) 
and maximum-likelihood decoding, the optimum approach for the best 
distributed estimation 8k of the transmitted symbol, 
( 4.4.4) 
where 111\ 2 denotes the Euclidean distance operator, 8k represents the 
symbol estimate restricted to a finite set of signal constellations S, e.g. 
QPSK, and is repeated N times. In the next time-frame each relay node 
synchronously transmits the estimated symbols in the first time-frame 
according to a pre-allocated column of an 0-STBC matrix, here the A-
STBC is first considered in comparison with the new virtual antenna 
array approach in deploying CL-QO-STBC to confirm the advantages 
of using a four antenna system with a full-rate and full diversity code, 
next CL-QO-STBC is compared with the CL-EO-STBC both deployed 
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distributively in order to compare the performance of these two four 
antenna coding schemes The comparison here is different from the one 
presented in [19] which shows the performance of these schemes over 
a MIMO point-to-point system. At this stage it is assumed that the 
relays know their respective forward CSI 2 • This is possible through a 
feedback channel between the relays and the destination. Figure 4.4, 
gives a clearer picture of the processing that takes places at the relaying 
stage. All the relays receive the transmitted symbol from the source 
(not shown) through their respective antennas, then decodes it before 
passing it onto the cooperative transceiver which combines the decoded 
symbols from all the antennas at each symbol interval using the MRC 
scheme, then accumulates them over N symbol intervals. With full 
cooperation, the symbols are re-encoded in a distributed manner by 
the distributed encoder (bases on the preferred coding scheme), syn-
chronized and re-transmitted to the destination (not shown). Next the 
error analysis of Figure 4.1 is presented. 
4.4.2 Symbol Error Rate (SER) and Bit Error Rate (BER) Anal-
ysis 
At each relay stage, the instantaneous SNR p per symbol at the detec-
tion stage is given in [28] as 
(4.4.5) 
where M is the constellation size, S is the average transmit signal 
power, N is the average received noise power, R is the rate, Nt is the 
2Channel state information between the relays and the destination. 
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number of transmit antennas, N0 is the average receivers noise power 
density, E8 is the average transmitted symbol energy, Eb is the average 
transmitted bit energy and .X = IIHII}. Since the instantaneous SNR 
(p) is random, due to the randomness of the channel realisation .X, for 
any given modulation scheme e.g QPSK, this results in a probability of 
error conditioned on p i.e. P(Eip). Thus the symbol error rate (SER) 
of 0-STBC is evaluated by averaging this conditional probability over 
the probability density function of the instantaneous SNR per symbol 
as 
( 4.4.6) 
In [92] this integral is expressed in terms of the moment generating 
function (MGF) 0p(s) of the instantaneous SNR expressed as 
( 4.4. 7) 
Hence, for coherent MPSK the probability of error (the average 
symbol error rate SER) Ps( E) was then shown to be [92] 
M-1 
P(E) = .!_ r1r 0 (G~SK)de 
7r lo p sm2 e ( 4.4.8) 
where GPSK = sin2 (n/M). Similarly, the average SER for the coher-
ent M-QAM is given as 
P(E) = 4q 1~ 0 (G~AM)de- 4q2 (!r 0 (G~AM)de (4.4.9) 
7r 0 p sm2 e 7r lo p sm2 e 
where GQAM = 3/2/(M -1) and q = 1- 1/VM. The equivalent bit 
error rate BER Pb(E) can be expressed via [17] as 
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(4.4.10) 
for low BERs and SERs. 
The probability of error expressed in equations (4.4.8), (4.4.9) and 
(4.4.10) above estimates the average probability of a single stage in 
a relaying network, however, the overall error performance of a given 
relaying system i.e. the end-to-end BER, is defined as the error-rate in 
the received signal at the destination. A bit from the source is received 
correctly at the destination only when at all stages the bit has been 
transmitted correctly, therefore the end-to-end BER can be expressed 
as [11] 
K 
PT( E)= 1-II (1- pbi(E)) (4.4.11) 
i=l 
where K is the number of relay stages and Pbi( E) represents the BER 
of the ith stage. 
Application of all the above analysis is later shown using Monte-
Carlo simulations to produce the predicted end-to-end probability of 
error of the system in Figure 4.1, using both distributed A-STBC and 
CL-QO-STBC schemes. 
4.4.3 Throughput and Power Allocation 
As mentioned earlier, throughput is a function of information delivered 
from source to destination; if it is assumed that the correctness of 
information is determined at the receiver, then to maximise the end-
to-end throughput is the same as to minimise the end-to-end BER 
expressed in equation (4.4.11). 
If the source transmits B bits, forming D symbols defined as D = 
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B / log2 M, to the destination over K number of relay stages, the nor-
malised end-to-end throughput 8 can be expressed as [11] 
(4.4.12) 
where Mi is the modulating index of the ith stage, ai is the optimised 
frame duration of the ith stage constraint such that ~~1 ai = 1 and 
PT( E) is the end-to-end BER. The min signifies the dependence of 
throughput on the weakest stage. 
The end-to-end throughput is maximised by minimising the end-to-
end BER through optimally assigning fractional power to each relaying 
stage on the assumption that the fractional frame duration is optimally 
allocated. 
The analysis presented in [11] to achieve this firstly simplifies SER in 
equations ( 4.4.8) and ( 4.4.9) by invoking their upper bounds which 
occurs when their largest argument () = 1r /2. Therefore the upper 
bound of BER of the ith relaying stage for M-PSK is 
(4.4.13) 
and M-QAM is 
(4.4.14) 
where GPSKi = sin2 (n/Mi), GQAM = 3/2/(Mi- 1) and 9i = 1 -
1/ y'!Vf';, {i represents the average attenuation experienced at the ith 
stage and Nti is the number of transmit antennas of the ith stage . 
becomes 
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(4.4.15) 
where Qmax = argmax(q1 , ..... , qk) and j denotes the adjacent stage. A 
and Bare defined for M-PSK as 
Bi = GPSKi /i §_ 
~ NtiN 
and M-QAM as 
Bi = GQAMi .J.!:_§_ 
~ NtiN 
Using different coding schemes, the enhancement in the performance 
of the network with the above resource allocation is next demonstrated. 
4.5 Simulation Results 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the end-to-end BER performance of the pro-
posed relaying systems in Figure 4.1 with and without power optimisa-
tion using QPSK constellation versus SNR. Although only one antenna 
at the receiver is considered, this technique can be extended to mul-
tiple receive antennas. In order to show the BER performance it is 
assumed that the source-relays and relay destination channels are both 
quasi-static flat fading channels. 
From the figures, it can be seen that the end-to-end BER perfor-
mance of the relaying system based on MRC and distributed A-STBC 
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Figure 4 .6. End-to-- nd BER performan for an IRC, A- TB and 
CL-QO-STB 2- ag r lay with optimum p w r allocation. 
have the capabili ty to increase the throughput of the entire yst m. 
Assuming lOObit ar transmitt d from th ·ource, Figure 4.7 ·ug-
gests that at 
tellation of h 
R of lOdB, when att mpting to transmit QP I n-
bit over the availabl hannel both optimum and 
non optimum pow r llocation accoun for lo of over Oo/c of th total 
transmitted bit with the throughput f a h ymbolless that 0.4 with 
MRC and A-STB b d relaying syst m. This suggests a limitation in 
performan of thi p of configuration (as al o evidenced in th BER 
performan ). How ver in Figure 4_ th full rate full di r i L-
QO-STBC i ld a throughput of 1.0 appr ximatel for non-optimi d 
and 1.4, for optimi · d power distribution at lOdE S R. Thi onfirm 
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Figure 4 . 7. End-to- nd throughpu p r£ rman e for an 1IR 
STBC 2- tag rela with optimum and non-optimum pow r allo ation 
the advantag of u ing more antennas at th r laying stage with appro-
priate 0-STB . In addition, a further p rformance gain re ult · from 
power optimi ati n. In the next t of r ult a compari on of wo 
four antenna r la ing tern i hown mplo ing different di ribut d 
clo ed-loop 0- TB ·. 
Figure 4.9 ompar the use of L-EO- TB and CL-QO- TB 
distributed coding s h me over th r lay nod ::; for both optimi. ·ed and 
non-optimi d nario , from th figur it an b een that th p rfor-
mance of th L-EO- TBC based di ribu d oding is alwa b tt r 
at an S R. Figur .9 
al o confirm that th difference of Lh p of th non-optimi d and 
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Figure 4 . . End- o-cnd throughput p rformanc for an 1R L-QO-
STBC 2- tag r lay with optimum and non-optimum power allo ati n. 
opt imis d curve of th two schem s ar in r asing as the total tran mit 
power go high r. 
A furth r important i sue for r al-world application i what hap-
pens to th overall p rformance of th optimum rela network b d on 
distribut d L-EO- TB scheme if th p w r ontrol routin fails to 
operate properly. Ther will be only 0.5dB lo in the performanc f 
the sch me whi h t ill p rforms significant ly b tter than the optimi d 
CL-QO- TB · th r for thi show th robu tn in the di tribut d 
CL-EO- TB eh m in the event of pow r control failure. 
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Figure 4 .9. End-to- nd BER performan f ran 1RC CL-QO- B 
and CL-EO-STB 2- tage relay with and without optimum pow r al-
location. 
4.6 Summary 
In this hapt r th potential advantag f u ing distribut d 0- TB 
in a relaying nt d . Th e advantag · in r la -
ing sy tern ar h wn to be further nhan d b appropriat r our 
allocation b twe n th stages, although with additional compl xity. In 
particular it was shown that wi th appr priat coding acro ·s relay 
coupled wi h in r as in the numbers f op rating relay , r ult · in 
a ignificant p rf rmance improvement of th ntire network. Thi 
fir t hown in- rm · of the end-to- nd apa i and throughpu a hi -
able by impl m nting the distribut d L-QO- TBC schem in r la. 
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networks as compared to the di tributed A-STBC scheme. 
ext, the end-to-end BER comparisons for two and four antenna 
relaying systems with both the distributed A-STBC and CL-QO-STBC 
are shown, the performance clearly shows a 7dB gain when a four an-
tenna relaying ystem is deployed as compared with the two antenna 
relaying system. This significant improvement in performance further 
suggests a huge amount of power saving of a four antenna relaying 
system over a two antenna system. 
Having established the importance of four antenna relaying systems, 
the chapter then compares the performance of distributed CL-QO-
STBC and CL-EO-STBC schemes. The results show the performance 
gain of deploying the CL-EO-STBC schemes as against the CL-QO-
STBC over the relay nodes. This suggest again that in a cooperative 
relay network , increase in the number of cooperating relays should be 
accompanied with appropriate coding techniques to maximise the net-
work performance. 
However , in all cases considered, the effect of optimum power alloca-
tion between the two stages was investigated , it was found that optimal 
power allocation between the stages further increases the performance 
with the effect being more pronounced in the distributed CL-QO-STBC 
and CL-EO-STBC relaying. 
Although generally, relay networks provide a promising solution to 
the high data rate coverage requirements that appear for beyond 3G 
mobile radio systems [93] and [94], their capacity advantages only in-
crease logarithmical with the number of relaying stage [85] . With 
the higher data rate applications demanded of future wireless sy 'terns, 
there is the need to consider relay networks which will guarantee higher 
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data rate transmisBion and deliver high r nd-to-end capacity. To this 
nd the next hapt r will be focu ing n anal zing a relay n twork 
with high r numb r of r laying tag op rating within a bro dband 
channel. Also to fur h r improve th p r~ rman e of uch n twork an 
intra-stag pow r allo ation is propo d. 
Chapter 5 
COLLABORATIVE 
BROADBAND RELAY 
NETWORKS 
5.1 Introduction 
Cooperative communication systems have recently gained much interest 
due to their ability to realize the performance gains of MI 10 wireless 
systems, with distributed single antenna terminals forming virtual an-
tenna arrays (VAA) [11] as presented in the previous chapt r. These 
systems can be interpreted as a distributed multiple antenna transmis-
sion system thats provides "cooperative diversity" also known as ' user 
cooperation" [41] which is an effective means of improving spectral and 
power efficiency of wireless networks without the additional complex-
ity of multiple antennas [14] [89]. In other to maximise the diversity 
advantage in cooperative systems the use of "conventional" orthogonal 
space-time block coding (STBC) ha been suggested in a distributed 
fashion in particular in [14] , [95] and [96], as a mechanism to implement 
of user cooperation. Whilst [14] investigated the use of an Alamouti 
space-time block code (A-STBC) to achieve a diversity order of 2, [95] 
97 
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was abl to a hi v fourth order div r ity ov r a relaying syst m bas d 
on the VAA on pt u ing the clo ed-l p qua i rthogonal p -tim 
block od ( L- 0- T BC) and [96] how th adclitional arra gain 
a hiev d through h use of the clo d-loop ext nded orthogonal p 
time block od ( L-EO-STBC). 
Applying th s di tributed STBCs ov r fr qu n y-selectivc chann 1 
has been a chall nging design problem b aus of the dispersiv natur 
of such charm l whi h causes inter ymbol int rf rence (ISI) leading t 
unavoidable p rforman e degradation. in all the works m ntion d 
above and th on in the previou hapt r hav consider d tha th 
relaying network · ar formed over narr wband frequency non- el tiv 
fading chann 1 (frequ ncy fiat) their appli ations are only gen rally 
appropriate for 1 w data rate transmi ion. 
Howev r for high r data rate appli atio ov r broad band fr qu n 
lective fading hannel (multi-path hannel ) there becom a l ar 
need for r arch to focus attention on tending the advantag off r d 
by multi-stag n twork to future bro dband ystems. 
Although orthogonal frequency divi i n multiplexing (OFDM) has 
become th de-fa to approach to broadband tran mi ion ov r fr qu n 
elective fading hann 1 largely becau of it higher pectral effi i n 
and it effi ient r ali ation based on th fa t Fourier transform (FF ) 
in wireless broadband y terns th r ar still problems of pow r ·aving 
for extra-high data rate transmis ion with quality of service (QoS) con-
traints and it vuln rability to radio propagation and syn luoni ·ation 
error [97]. 
One wa to v r ome these probl m i b mploying a multi- ag 
communi ation L hniqu , which tak sad van ag of relay nod Lo b-
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tain additional diversity gain , and is the reason it is being considered 
as an important component for fourth generation (4G) systems [97] . 
There have been only a few results reported on broadband coopera-
tive transmis ion techniques for frequency-selective channels. [98] inves-
tigates the performance of a distributed OFDM-STBC scheme through 
a simulation study considering bot h AF and decode-and-forward (DF) 
relaying building upon their previous work on D-STBC in [99] [100] 
studied the performance of a relay-assisted uplink OFDM-STBC scheme 
and derived an expression for symbol error probabili ty assuming decode-
and-forward with no error propagation. In [101] an OFDM cooperative 
diversity system was studied assuming amplify-and-forward relaying 
and upper bounds on the channel capacity were derived. In [102], the 
performance of distributed OFDM-STBC in a single-relay scenario as-
suming a non-fading relay-to-destination link was studied. However, it 
is the aim of this chapter to present a new approach to the deployment 
of distributed A-STBC , CL-QO-STBC and CL-EO-STBC in decode-
and-forward relay system over frequency selective broadband channels. 
However to exploit fully the benefit offered by multi-stage com-
munication over broadband channels, effective use of both radio and 
power resources (especially in a constrained situation) has been iden-
tified as one major issue to be addressed. This will fur ther minimise 
the end-to-end bit error rate (BER), and as such has been receiving 
considerable research attention lately. Some of the earlier works in this 
area are [91], [103] and [104], but as with the narrowband application, 
they have limited their analysis to a two stage network, which offers 
limited capacity [85] and coverage area as compared to networks with 
higher number of stages. 
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The work presented in this chapter i based on the VAA concept 
and provides a further attempt to effectively use these ((scarce" net-
work re ources for an increased QoS performance and thereby further 
enhance the coverage area of the previously proposed network (without 
jeopardizing performance) with a logarithmic increase in capacity. The 
advantages of different orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal coding schemes 
at the relaying stages are demonstrated on the performance of the net-
work and it is shown that with effective explicit power allocation over 
stages and frequency, a significant improvement in the end-to-end BER 
performance can be achieved. 
A time division multiple access (TDMA) technique is employed, 
where the total frame duration is divided optimally among all the relay 
stages , and for a high data rate application with better throughput 
the relays at each stage decode the received data to remove the effect 
of noise before forwarding to the next stage. A fixed power budget is 
also assumed for the entire network with a quasi-static channel fading 
characteristic, (a frequency selective slow fading channel). 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the 
MIMO-OFDM multi-stage system model and the general structure for 
rate one full diversity space frequency orthogonal, quasi-orthogonal and 
extended orthogonal codes are described. Section 5.3 discuss various 
power allocation strategies in sufficient depth presenting three cate-
gories (1) Equal power equal sub-carrier gains (2) Un-equal power equal 
sub-carrier gains (3) Un-equal power un-equal sub-carrier gains. The 
end-to-end BER to which the power allocation strategies is applied is 
discussed in Section 5.4 while Section 5.5 hows the achievable end-to-
end capacity of the network with different sub-carrier power allocations. 
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Figure 5 .1. Simpl three-stage collab rativ l roadband r lay a1· hi-
tecture 
Simulation r ult whi h how th end- o- nd BER and capa it ad-
vantage of th propo ed optimum all cation ar shown in S tion 5.6. 
Section 5.7 dis us · the adaptive coding tc hniqu which modifi · th 
coding patt rn ro · relaying stages bas d on the prevailing hann '1 
conditions. Additional imulation re ult which demonstrat th u f 
thi techniqu ar hown in Section -. wh r in the propo d optimum 
power allo ation trategy is applied. Final on lu ions ar drawn in 
Section 5.9. 
5.2 System Model 
The anal i ontain d in thi chapt r i b d on a thr e- tag ol-
laborative broadband rela network at·chit hown in Figm .1 . 
With thr e- tage tran mission proto l th ommunication b 
the som ce (S) and the destination (D ) i achi v-d through two "ts of 
relaying ·tage · RS1 and RS2 communi ation b tween S and RS1 i 
termed r lay tag 1 b tween RS1 and R 2 i r ~ rred to as r la 
2 and final! b w n RS3 and D i · th r la tage 3 hen 
word thr - Lag proto ol. ·ote that th word r lay tag and Lag will 
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1 e used int r hang ably in the rest of thl hapter. Each r laying stag' 
i made up of k ingl antenna relaying 1 m nt where k i a p 'iti 
integer but no qual to 0 (k E z +). Th our and the d inati n 
are each al o m d up of a single antenna. he node parti ipating in 
the entir thr tag communication ar d not d by each bla k p t 
in Figur 5.1. As mentioned earli r a qua 'i- tati frequen y tiv 
Rayleigh fading channel is assumed at a h tag and the chann 1 from 
the S to RS1 i d not d as Hsr> that from RS1 to RS2 as Hrr and from 
RS1 to D as Hrd· Th channels ar xa tl known by the r 1v r f 
each tag but th tran mi ter ma or ma no have knowl dg of th 
full chann 1 stat information ( CSI). Th r i no direct communi ation 
between th sour and destination as th link is highly unreliabl and 
will not en ur m aningful information x hang hence a multi ' tag 
approach with hort r ub-link i adopted. 
Let x{ d note h data tream tra mitt d within h i 111 ag 
from the / 11 r lay (which would be 1 in th fir t tage and 1, ..... k 
in the se ond and third stages), transmitt d over a frequen y ' 1 -
tive fading hann 1 having L independ nt cham1el taps, wh re x:{, = 
[x{(o)x{(1) .... xi( - 1)]T where th nth 1 m nt of the ve or i h 
nth data ymbol and indeed the ub- arri r index 
operator and i th frame length. 
The complex hann 1 transfer fun tions of the subcarrier n from th 
sourceS to th lh r lay of RS1 are denot d as HJ(n) , from th mth r lay 
within RS1 to h lh r la within RS2 H~ti(n) and that of th m 111 re-
la withln R 2 to th d tination HJ(n) not that withln a h tag 
m i used to ind x h transmitting ant nn whll t j index 
ceiving ant nna . With the e notation HJ (n) = ~f:C/ h) (l) - i 2rrln/ , 
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H 2 -(n) = '\' L-1 h2 -(l )e- j27rln/N and H3(n) = '\' L-1 h3(l)e- j27rln/N 
mJ u l= O mJ J u l=O J ' 
where h} h:nj and hJ are their corresponding channel impulse re pons 
coefficients . The receive signal on each sub-carrier on the yth receiving 
antenna of the ith st age can be expressed as Yi.J(n) = xr (n)him(n) + 
z/(n), where him(n) = [Hl(n) Hf (n) ... .. H{"ti(n)JT with Nti represent-
ing the total number of transmitting relays of the ith st age and zij ( n) 
is the received noise of the yth receiver , which is assumed to be an 
independent and identically distributed (i.i .d .) , zero mean and unit 
variance complex Gaussian noise variable at the receive antenna, and 
The received signals Yij(n) at the first stage (when i = 1) are com-
bined using a maximum ratio combiner (MRC) and distributively re-
encoded (assuming full cooperation among the relays) depending on the 
cooperating relays and the preferred coding methods using either Alam-
outi space frequency block codes (A-SFBC), quasi-orthogonal spac 
frequency block codes (QO-SFBC) and extended orthogonal space fre-
quency block codes (EO-SFBC). The same encoding is also performed 
at t he second relaying st age before final t ransmission to the destination. 
Note, space-frequency encoding is used to give maximum robustness to 
fading channels [2] 
Assuming that the channel impulse response remains constant within 
a frame and changes from frame-to-frame (quasi static) the input-
output relationship of stages two and three will be presented in the 
next section. 
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5.2.1 Space Frequency Orthogonal, Quasi- Orthogonal and Extended-
Orthogonal Block Codes 
In (105] an exampl of oding over a fr qu ne elective chann l i ' 
pre ented b d n the Alamouti pac tim block cod ( - TB ) 
where th tim ind x i r placed by OFDM ub-carrier index. On th 
assumption that t h channel remains onstant over two cons utivc 
sub-carriers n0 and n1 i.e. H (n0 ) = H(n1 ) (dropping the stag indic ) 
then th re iv r can d te t th r ceiv d mbols over two ub- arri r 
and the coding m trix an take the form 
(5.2.1) 
where xi(n) i = 1 2 r pr ent th pac frequency symbol and (.)* 
denotes compl x onjugate. Dropping th hannel index n and th 
row and olumn iz for implicity, thi odeword i proportional to 
unitary matrix su h that 
s 
xxH (L lxii2)Is (5.2.2) 
i=l 
where 1 h numb r of ymbol contain d in the codeword two for 
A-SFBC J.J is a magnitud operator d I i an identity matrix (a 
in equation (2.2.1)). Thi property en ure th ab ence of int r ymbol 
interference at th rec iv r and tran form th decoding proc ss into 
a linear ymbol-wi op ration. Thi od rate one and provid 
maximum po ·ibl div r it over two tran ·mit and r receive ant nn 
becau it ati fi · th rank crit rion hown in (29]. 
Howev r Lh arli r ime dim n ional xt n ion of equation (5.2.1) 
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pr ented in [20] and [23] lassed as quasi- rth genal pace tim bl k 
ode ( QO-STB ) and xt nded orthogonal pa time blo k od - (E -
TBC) v. hi h int grat beamforming within the code. r 
uffer diver i lo ' with full rate tran mi i n over four tran mit and 
r received ant nna . Replacing the tim index with OFDM ub-
carrier index and xpre ing these · of odes in t rms of pa-
tial and frequen y dimensions [106] [107], th -y an be referr d to a 
quasi-orthogonal pac frequency blo k od (QO-SFBC) and x nd d 
fr qu ncy block cod (E - FB ) respe tiv l . Th 
odeword matrix for QO-SFBC i pr nt d a 
x1(no) 
X 4X4 = 
- , ·2(nl) 
- xj(n2) 
x4(n3) 
and for EO- FB as 
x2(no) X:J(no) 
xi(nl) -:t4(nt) 
- x4(n2) xj(n2) 
- x3(n3) - x2(n3) 
xl(no) 
-x2 (nl) 
X4(no) 
x;j(n1) (5.2.3) 
x2(n2) 
x1 (n3) 
(5.2.4) 
where no n1 n2 and n3 denote four adja nt channel frequ n in-
dice. 
The e cod word matrices (wheth r with tim or frequen y index) 
do not satisfy equ tion (5.2.2), yielding upling b tween th estimat d 
ymbols at h r iv rand hence making d ding more compl x .g. 
maximum lik liho d d coding is pair-wi ' £ r QO-SFBC a r ·ult 
there i a lo in div r it order offi r d by th oding chem . 
An att mpt t liminate or redu th · oupling factor wa , pre-
s nted in [1 ] and [19] u ing a fe dba k approach, wherein Lh y pr -
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multiply the tran mitted symbol from two antennas with a phase angle 
feedback from the receiver. 
Similar to A-SFBC if the channel remains constant over two and 
four consecutive frequencies for EO-SFBC [H (n0 ) = H (n1) ] and QO-
SFBC [H(n0 ) = H(n 1 ) = H(n2 ) = H(n3 )], then the receiver can de-
tect the received symbols over two/four sub-carriers and the feedback 
approaches developed in [18] and [19] to orthogonalize the resulting 
channel matrix can be exploited, although the level of feedback infor-
mation can be high but the nature of the channel can be exploited to 
reduce this [19] . This collapses the resulting vector detection problem 
into a scalar det ection problem and the optimum maximum likelihood 
detection technique is employed to extract the transmitted signal. 
Using the above coding schemes the received signal at the sec-
ond and the third stage on the two/ four adj acent sub-carriers, at the 
ythreceived antenna can be expressed as 
(5 .2.5) 
and dropping the stage and receiver indices in the vector lements, y / = 
[y(n0 )y(n1) .... .. y(NJ_1)jT, andziJ (n) = [z (no) z(ni) ...... z(NJ - 1)]T, where 
N1 is the numb r of sub-carriers in one block. 
The vector h im= [H1(n)H2 (n) .... . HNti(n )jT since H(n) is quasi static 
over N1 sub-carriers and xr is the corresponding codeword matrix 
in equations (5 .2 .1) (5 .2.3) or (5 .2.4) for (A-SFBC) QO-SFBC and 
EO-SFBC. 
ote in this work the additional complexity of the grouping scheme 
proposed in [1] to maximally exploit both the spatial and temporal 
diversity of the MIMO-frequency selective channels is not included. In-
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tead it was assumed that in a practical realisation of this eh me, 
convolution encoding and interleaving could be added , hence all simu-
lations are be presented in the uncoded sense. 
5.3 Optimum Power allocation Strategy 
In this section , optimum power allocation within the entire network is 
investigated. Given a fixed power budget, an optimal inter-stage power 
allocation scheme presented in [11], which minimises the end-to-end bit 
error rate (BER) with flat fading inter-stage channels is extended to 
frequency selective Rayleigh fading channels. Since OFDM i a multi-
carrier transmission technique, to further improve the performance of 
the system, an optimal intra-stage power allocation strategy over each 
sub-carrier is formulated in addition to the aforementioned inter-stage 
allocation presented in this section. It is worth noting that at this point 
as in the rest of the thesis, it is assumed that the channel at each stage 
is known to the transmitter at that stage, which is feasible in a time 
division duplex (TDD) system where the up and down-link channel can 
be assumed identical [108]. 
5.3.1 Equal Power Equal Sub-carrier Gains 
If t he total power available to transmit information from the source to 
destination is P, equal power is first allocated to each relaying stage 
such that each Pi which is the power allocated to the ith stage can be 
expressed as 
(5 .3.1) 
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where I< is th numb r of relaying tag . 
With t.i tran ·mit ant nnas the pow r all at d to each tran mitting 
antenn of h it11 ·tag i expre sed 
R Pi[t] = _ t t E (1. ..... ti) (5.3.2) 
ti 
where Nti d pends n the number of o p rating transmit r 1 :y el -
ments (wher h r it is ither 2 or 4). 
For OFD 1 tran mi ion, let {PtJ(n)}~;01 and Pt,j(n)}n::(/ d not 
the tran mitt d pow r in each sub-carri r and their corre ponding ·han-
nel gain quar d from transmitting ant nna t to the receiv r j of th 
ith stage r p tiv l:y. H nee the tran mit power allocated to th" n'h 
n the transmit ant nna t and an:y receiv ant nna j 
can be expr d 
( .3.3) 
where 1 th total number of ub-carri r . 
5.3.2 Un-equal Power Equal Sub-carrier Gains 
If the total pow r r quired to deliv r information from our to d -
tination i con rained to P this will b di tributed among th r la 
tages uch that 
(5.3.4) 
to-end bit rror rat (BER) can be xpr d from [11] as 
(5.3. ) 
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where Qi ti· ,.i whi h is the produ t f th number of tran ·mit 
and receiv ant nn of the ith stag q,Ma· = arg max(q1 · · · qk) (not 
Equation ( .3.5) and (4 .. 15) are th am ). Th paramet r O.j i · th 
fractional fram duration which forth TDM tern con id r d at-
isfies ~~1 o.i = 1. The ith tag fra ti nal frame duration an b 
expressed as 
i= I< J( ~k=l fli=l,Yk~ R1.log2(M1) 
(5.3.6) 
with Ai and Bi xpr d as 
( .3.7) 
Bi = GQAMi /i S 
R ti 
(5.3. ) 
where GQA I = 3/ 2/(Mi - 1) li i th to al hannel gain of th i1h 
stage qi = 1-1/ ..[Jiif;, ~ i the cod rat of th ith age whil 1i i th 
modulating ind x and -ft is the ith tag r eiver ignal to noi · ratio. 
T his power is allo at d equally among a h tran mitting ant nna of 
each stage whi h i further distributed qually among each sub- arr ier 
from th yth tran mitting antenna, in a ordan with equation (5.3.3). 
5.3.3 Un-equal Power Un-equal Sub-carrier Gains 
As shown in [11], th optimum paw r c. llo ation strategy that max-
imises th ap ity and minirni e th ncl-to- nd bit error rat (BER) 
i one that di ribut he paw r ba d on th architec ur of a h 
tage u h tha th war t tage (whi h d rmin the performan f 
the entir n tw rk) obtains the gr a ·t p r ntage of th total p w r 
to improv it · p rforman e and h n th ntir n twork th r for Pi 
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obeys equation (5.3.5). 
Also as not din [39] h well known Shannon's water filling algorithm i 
the optimal pow r allo ation method for an rthogonal carri r t m 
but i capa ity ad antage di appear larg r ignal-to-noi rati 
(SNR.s). H n e an xplicit approximation of tlu algorithm to improv 
the averag BER p rformance of th n twork ov r a larger rang of 
S R is propo d h r in. The performan of this proposed h m is 
compared with qual power allocation to ub-carrier . 
If Pi [t] is th otal ran mi ted pow r from the tth tran mit r of 
the ith tage th n th power allocat d to h nth ub-carri r b 
the tran mit ant nna t and any re eiv r ant nna j can be expr d 
(dropping sub ript j for easy of r pr s ntation) 
.... , - 1) (5 .3.9) 
If Pi i di tribut d qually among all ti 1 m nt then the tran ·mitting 
power on each ub- arrier can be expr d as 
(5.3.10) 
therefore 
Ti ' -1 
Pi = L L Pt(n) ti E Z -"- (5.3.11) 
t=l n=O 
This power allo ation scheme is design d for quasi-static chann ls. 
5.4 End-to-End Bit Error Rate 
If the ith r laying ge experience ind p nd nt probability of rror 
(BER) whi h i d n ted here as Pb,iE(J ,I )(e) aused by in l p ndcnt 
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symbol error rat ( ER) P s,iE( l ,K)( ) , the pr bal ility of error fr tran ·-
mi sion at stag i an be expres ed as 
1 - P b,iE(l,K)( ) (5.4.1) 
hence th av rag probability of correct nd-to- nd transmi ion P c,e2 ( ) 
an be xpre · d as th joint probability of · rr t transmission at h 
stage, i.e. 
K 
Pc,e2e(e) = IT (1 - Pb,i( )) ( .4.2) 
i=l 
A bit transmi t d from a ource terminal i r eived corre tly at th 
destination only wh n at all t he stages the bits have been transmit-
ted correctly. Thu the end-to-end BER Pb, 2 (e) can th r for b 
expre sed 
P b.e2e(e) = 1 -Pc, 2 ( .4.3) 
which at low BER at each stage can b approximated as 
K 
Pb,e2e (e) ~ L Pb,i( ) 
i=l 
(5.4.4) 
where Jvfi is th m dulating index mploy d at the ith stag . From 
quation (5.4.4) l ar that th end-to- nd BER will b dominat d 
b the wor L Lag . 
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5.5 Capacity of Three Stage Network 
This section presents the capacity analysis of the entire network assum-
ing the power allocation strategy proposed in Section 5.3.3 is employed 
at each st age. Remember that the use of a cyclic prefix (CP) with 
application of FFT and inverse fast Fourier t ransform (IFFT) at the 
transmitters and the receivers at each stage decouples the multi-path 
channel (frequency selective quasi-static channel) into a number of par-
allel frequency non-selective fading channel. With this t he normalised 
channel capacity in bits/s/Hz between, for instance the t ransmitter t 
and the relay j at the ith st age can be represented as , (as before drop-
ping subscript j ), 
(5 .5 .1) 
where Pt(n ) denotes the power allocated to each sub-carrier , At(n) the 
channel gain of each sub-carrier and O" (n) 2 is the variance of the additive 
white Gaussian noise of each sub carrier . 
If the channel gains between the transmit ter t and the receiver j 
on all sub-carriers of the i th st age are represented as fit i.e. fit = 
[>-t(O), At(1 ), At(2) , ... , At(N - 1)], and the independent sub-carriers are 
treated as virtual antennas , then it i po ible to analyze the capacity 
at each st age using the MIMO capacity concept presented in [39], [2] 
and [82] for a fixed channel realisation. 
Let Hi denote the channel matrix of all the sub-carriers from trans-
mitter t to the receiver .i in the ith stage, grouping this conveniently 
yields Hi E C N r; XNt; , where N ri and N ti are the total number of receive 
and transmit antennas of the ith stage. 
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Hence the capacity of each stage can be expressed as 
(5.5. 2) 
where d is the rank of matrix H i = min(RiTi) · Therefore the end-
to-end capacity C of the three stage network can be expressed as the 
minimal capacity between the three links i.e. 
(5.5.3) 
The additional a term denotes the fact that three tim slots are occu-
pied for th transmission of one block of data from source to destination. 
5.6 Simulation Results 
The performance of the three-stage collaborative broadband relay ar-
chitecture using the power allocation strategies discussed in Section 5.3 
is investigated. Although, the application of these allocation trategies 
is be n applied to the architecture presented in Figure 5.1 , it can easily 
be extended and applied to any mult i-stage configuration provided the 
basic assumptions are the same. 
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 , show the end-to-end (average) BER perfor-
mance of the proposed three st age relaying system with two and four 
transmi t/receive antennas at the second stage when the proposed re-
source allocation schemes are applied. The end-to-end bit error rate 
(BER) is evaluated as a joint probability of the BER of each tage. 
For each tage the channel between the transmit ter t and the receiver 
j is of length three with each coefficient a zero mean circular corn-
plex Gaussian random variable with equal variance, normalised so that 
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Figure 5.2. End-to-end BER OSF-OFDM as a function of SNR. 
2:::::;=0 CJ f = 1. Also a 64 length OFDM symbols, a cyclic prefix of length 
8 and QPSK modulation t echnique are employed. The received symbols 
at the first stage are always combined using a maximum ratio combiner 
(MRC) . 
Space frequency block coding is employed at stages two and three 
as it has very simple maximum likelihood decoding symbol-wise and it 
is straight forward. Figure 5.2 presents results for open-loop space fre-
quency Alamouti encoding over the second and t hird st ages . Figure 5.3 
assumes channel st ate information ( CSI) is available in the transmitters 
of stages two and three and exploits quasi-orthogonal space frequency 
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Figure 5.3. End t End BER CLQO-SFBC-OFDM as a fun tion of 
s R. 
block oding call d losed-loop quasi-orthogonal space frequency blo k 
oding (CLQO- FB ) and likewis in Figur 5.4 the clo ed-loop x-
tended orthogonal pace frequency block oding ( CLEO-SFB ) in the 
s ond and third tag with the sam as ·umption. 
ote that in th figures , the ' a-optimum and no-WF ' repr nts 
equal power allo ation acro s tag and ub-carrier ' optimj d no-
WF repr nt optimi ed inter- tage allo ation with equal ub-ca.rrier 
power and optimi d and WF repr nt optimi ed inter tage and 
ub-carri r pow r allocation using th propo d trategy. Al o imula.-
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Figure 5.4 . End to End BER CLEO-SFBC-OFDM as a function of 
s R. 
tion results are parameterized by p which defines each link gain with 
respect to the first stage, e.g p(O 10, 5) means that the second link i 
10 times stronger than the fir t one and the last link is 5 time stronger 
than the first one. Although this last ·tage has a 5 fold increase relative 
to the first stag the first stage still p rforms better that the last stage 
becau e of its inherent array gain advantage, and with equal power dis-
tribution across stages the radiated power P1 in the first stage i T3 
time higher that the power radiat d from individual antennas of the 
3rd stage, where T3 is the number of tran mitting relay at th third 
stage. 
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Figure 5.5. Optimum Inter-stage Power Control as a function of SNR 
As can be seen from the figures , the proposed resource allocation 
strategy in equation (5.3.10) provides the best performance when corn-
pared with equal power allocation strategy over each ub-carrier . It 
al o shows that the performance of inter-stage power allocation over 
broadband multi-stage communication can further be enhanced by op-
timum sub-carrier resource allocation. For inst ance in Figure 5. 2, at 
end-to-end BER of 10- 2 the propos d optimum intra-stage allocation 
combined with optimal inter-stage allocation out-perform equal power 
allocation by approximately 3dB and there is a loss of approximately 
1.5dB if not employed with optimal inter-stage allocation. However , 
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Figure 5 .6. A hi vable end-to-end apa ity t r various pow r allo a-
t ion strategi s v r broadband chann 1 
in a ystem u ing 1-QO-SFBC a 3.5dB gain i a hieved at th am 
BER while for a t m with CL-EO- FB a 3.5dB gain i a hi v d. 
However, looking at Figure - .3 and 5.4 at 20dB h CL-EO- FB n-
joys additional b n fit of a maximum div r ity gain and tran rnit array 
gain of 0.5 x 10- 3 over CLQO-SFBC, th . b -nefits are also viden d 
with both int r and intra-stage pow r allo ation. 
Figur 5. h variation of int r tag power allocation o r 
n tha on the average th third 
tage which i t,h w ak t link is allo at d mor power in ord r to bo t 
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its performan , for instance with a 1 x 4, x 4 and 4 x 1 configuration, 
the power all at d to a h stage at lOdE i 1. 612 0.2002 and 1.43 6 
re pectively and lik wi for 1 x 2 2 x 2 and 2 x 1 i 1.5007 0.2 99 
and 1.2494 r p ti v l . In both c th otal power availabl t th 
n twork i on train d to K = 3 and h int r tage allocation b 
equation (5.3.4). 
Figure 5.6 d pi ts the achievabl normalised end-to-end a.pa ity in 
(bit / / Hz) ver u th S R in (dB) for th xamined broadband wir 
le multi- tag mmunication with vario 
tions. In thi imula ion it i as urn d th 
to perform pow r allo ation. 
ub- arrier power allo a-
hannel are also qu i- tati 
As can be se n fr m Figure 5.6, th appr ximate power allo ation 
strategy (AP-WF) propo ed yield a n -ar optimum water filling (WF) 
performan R in reases and b tter than qual power allo ation 
(EQ) . 
However lo king at Table 5.1 i n that the pr po d 
allocation 'trat gy maintains it capa ity advantage over a larger rang 
of S R as ompar d to the water-filling algorithm in relation to qual 
power allo ation. At 2dB the water filling algorithm has tart d to lo 
it capacit advantage over equal pow r allo ation while th propo d 
approximation of wat r filling algorithm maintain its capa ity advan-
tage over a larg r range of S R (up to 7dB). It anal o be e n that 
at SNR of 19dB th proposed allocation strat gy begins to outp rform 
he water- filling algorithm. 
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Table 5.1. Comparison of end-to-end capacity gain for using water-
filling (WF) and approximated water-filling (AP-WF) algorithms with 
equal (EQ) power allocation s trategies on each sub-carriers. 
SNR AP-WF- EQ WF - EQ (AP-WF) - WF 
0 0.398 1.278 0.880 
1 0.442 1.221 0.779 
2 0.483 1.161 0.678 
3 0.520 1.098 0.579 
4 0.550 1.035 0.486 
5 0.570 0.973 0.402 
6 0.582 0.913 0.331 
7 0.584 0.858 0.274 
8 0.570 0.802 0.232 
9 0.546 0.749 0.204 
10 0.508 0.696 0.188 
11 0.458 0.639 0.181 
12 0.396 0.575 0.179 
13 0.323 0.501 0.178 
14 0.240 0.412 0.173 
15 0.149 0.307 0.158 
16 0.052 0.182 0.131 
17 -0.049 0.038 0.087 
18 -0.152 -0.128 0.024 
19 -0.253 -0.314 -0.062 
20 -0.352 -0.521 -0.169 
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5. 7 Adaptive Space- Frequency and Space-Time-Frequency Cod-
ing 
The d ·ign of op imum re ource alia ati n algorithm for adap iv r -
la ing tran mi ion in an OFDM-ba d r la ing y tern i pre nt d in 
thi e tion. P rf rman of OFD 1-bas d 
hanced when ombin d with a. link adaptati n t hnique, which adjusts 
link param t r f ran mi sion on all ·ub- arri r so as to impr v 
throughput whil a i fying end-to-end BER r quirement [109]. dap-
tation in both pow r and chann l tati ti (d la - pr ad) relat · o 
the optimum fra tional transmi ion pow r all ated to ach tag on 
po sibl typ s of op rational mod tween rela tag s in 
practi e may hav different fading tati ti , h n adaptation to han-
nel stati ti b ·wit hing the quasi-orth g nal block code (QOB ) and 
extend d orthogonal blo k ode (EOB ) to itb r pace-fr quen 
(SFC) or pa time-fr quency cod ( TF ) a ording to tb h nn 1 
audition , i an ffe tive technique of furth r minimi ing the r JV r 
rror p rformance d gradation due to th highly fr quency s l ctiv 
nature of th hann l. Quantifying h rror p rformanc d grada-
tion of orthogonal block ode (OB ) in fading channels u ing a fading 
interfer n m tri . an b used to t th b t pace-di r ·it ran -
mi sion mod for inter- tage tran mi ion. 
In what follow th se different mod ar di cus d. 
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Figure 5 . 7. QOBC-MIMO-OFDM (a) Time-domain pr ading 
(STBC) (b) Fr qu n domain pr ading ( FB ) and (c) Fr qu n 
and time domain preading (STFB ) . 
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Figure 5.8. EOBC-MI 10-0FDM (a) Tim -domain pr ading 
(STBC) (b) Fr qu n domain pr ading ( FB ) and ( ) Fr qu n 
and tim domain pr ading ( TFB ) . 
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5.7.1 Space-Time- Frequency Coding 
Defining th (QOB ) and (EOBC) as giv n in quations (5.3.3) and 
(5.3.4) b dropping the ub-carri r ind x 
X= [a b c d ]T (5.7.1) 
and EO-SFB as 
(5.7.2) 
re pectiv ly wh r v tor a ,b c d for (QO- FB ) are defin d 
Xt -x* - * X4 2 '3 
X2 x* - x4 -X3 1 
a = b = c= c = (5.7.3) 
X3 -x4 xi -X2 
X4 -X3 x* 2 Xl 
and e f for (EO- FB )as 
Xl * 2 
Xl 
f = 
- x2 
e= (5.7.4) 
X2 x* I 
X2 x* 1 
Tran mitting v tor a b c and d in on cutiv time slots in th am 
ub-carrier hown in Figure 5.7a r f r to quasi-orthogonal pa 
time coding whil th transmission of e and f in the am mann r 
hown in Figure . a represent th xt nd d- rthogonal pace tim 
coding. A m ntion din Section 5.2.1, if th s ve tors are transmitt d 
at consecutiv ub- arrier in the am tim slot a shown in Figur 
5.7b and 5. b r it i referr d to pace frequenc cling 
for either Q B and EOBC. 
Howev r if v tor a and b ar tran mi t d at time t = 1 ov r 
two con ·utive ub- arriers and v tor c and d at time t = 2 ov r 
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the same two on utive sub-carrier , thi · forms th quasi-orthogonal 
pace-tim fr qu ne blo k code (QO-STFB ) and in the am manner 
an ext nd d- rthogonal pace-time-fr qu n block ode (EO- TFB ) 
is form d if v tore i tran mitted at tim t = 1 on one ub-carri r and 
vector f at im t = 2 on a different u b- rrier · hown in Figur . 7 c 
and 5. c re p tively. For (QO-STFBC) thi i in effect tran mitting 
an equival nt of 4 transmitter STBC/SFB OFDM codes but inst ad 
of using 4 adja nt time interval as in th TBC-OFDM cas or 4 
adjacent ub- arri r in the SFBC-OFDM cas only 2 adja nt tim 
intervals and ub- arrier · are emplo d in the TFBC code. 
Th de oding of th STFBC i imilar to that of STBC, SFB on th 
assumption that the channel remain constant over 2 time interval/sub-
carrier. Thi 1 ad to a method of breaking down of ystems employing 
a large numb r · of transmitter wh n th hannel remains on ant 
over '1 tim in rval / ub-carrier to a t m that as ume that th 
channel i qu i- tatic only over half th numb r of tran mitt r m-
played t/2. Th same argument can b made for (EO-STFB ) but in 
this case the hann l is quasi-stati ov r a quarter of the tran mitting 
antennas mpl y d t/4. It will b om l ar later thi could hav 
a significant impa t on the BER performanc of the y tern in a fast 
fading chann l. 
5.7.2 Adapting the Space-Time-Frequency Spreading 
The chann 1 tatu hat determine th pr ad of QOBC and E B in 
time or/and fr qu n can be categ ri · d in o th following nari 
[109]: 
• If B > 1 X D..f ub and Tc < M X Tulock th 11 SFBC is u d. 
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• If Te < M X T&loek and Be < M X b..fsub then STFBC is used. 
where Be and Te are coherence bandwidth and coherence time, Tbloek is 
the total OFDM symbol duration including CP and M is the number 
of rows of OBC design. b.fsub is the subcarrier spacing of the OFDM 
system. 
In a highly frequency selective channel, the block code i spread 
over time and frequency. In order to realised the adaptive space-time-
frequency spreading in the ith stage for instance, the transmitting relays 
of the stage must know the mode switching information. Thus the re-
ceiver at the stage i assumed to be equipped with a channel statistics 
estimator (Be and Te estimators) and based on the mode selection cri-
teria provides the switching information to the transmitters through 
feedback. 
5.8 Simulation Results 
The performance of the adaptive SF and STF coding for extended-
orthogonal and quasi-orthogonal codes is presented here. It is assumed 
as before that the channels across the network are spatially uncorre-
lated Rayleigh fading channels. Channel lengths (L) two and five are 
employed to represents "low and high frequency selective" channels re-
spectively, with each normalised so that L,t=~1 o} = 1. Also a 128 length 
OFDM symbols and a cyclic prefix of length 16 are employed. In or-
der to evaluate the diversity performance of the system, the average 
end- to-end BER against the average SNR is plotted. 
Figure 5.9 shows the performance comparison of SFBC and STFBC 
applied to the last link in the network in order to mitigate the error 
performance rate. Since the last stage is performing worse compared 
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F igure 5.9. P rformance compari on of BER for adaptiv non-
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L= 5° 
to the fir t and ond age in thi parti ular network ar hite tur , 
the adaptive oding i b t applied to thi ·tag to further improv it 0 
BER performan but note in a network with cliff r nt ru·chite tur th 
switching should b based on th CSI at ach tag 0 From the figur 
one can e that TFB for extend d-orthogonal coded OFDM y 't m 
are usceptibl o th hannel vru-iation at high R. B eau e in h 
decoder the TFB a ume that the hannel r pon e ar on tant 
during on tim lot and across on ub- arri r and FBC as um LhaL 
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Figure 5 .10. Performance comparison of BER for adaptive non-
optimised QO-SF and QO-STF coded OFDM sy tern for L = 2 and 
L= 5. 
the complex channel gains between adjacent sub- arriers are approx-
imately con tant. Observe that there i about a 2dB degradation at 
BER = 10- 2 in the performance of STFBC decoder compared to the 
performance of the SFBC scheme. This degradation is incr ased with 
highS R. While in Figure 5.10, STFBC for quasi-orthogonal has bett r 
performance than the SFBC scheme; i .. , SFBC scheme is su cept ible 
to channel variation. This gain i at tributed to the assumption that 
the chann 1 r sponses are constant during two time slots and a ros 
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Figure 5.11. Performance comparison of BER for adaptive optimised 
EO-SFBC for L = 5. 
two frequency bins. For example, at a target BER = 10- 2 about 1dB 
gain can be obtained compared to the SFBC scheme performance. 
Figures 5.11 and 5. 12 shows the adaptability of the optimum power 
allocation strategy to each transmission matrix. Again it is compared 
with the system with equal power allocation discussed in Section 5.3.1 
for both QOBC and EOBC respectively. It can be seen that the opti-
mum power allocation strategy considerably preserves the power con-
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Figure 5.12. Performance comparison of BER for adaptive optimised 
EO-STFBC for L = 5. 
sumption in the network for achieving the given end-to-end BER (QoS) 
at the destination. Those figures illustrate that using the proposed 
power allocation an approximate 2dB gain in-terms of network lifetime 
will be obtained as compared to equal power strategy. 
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5.9 Summary 
A three-stage relaying structure which has the aim of increasing the 
coverage area of a broadband communication system (without jeop-
ardizing its performance) has been presented.The advantages of using 
different space frequency coding schemes over the network in order to 
combat the effect of mult i-path propagations between the source and 
through various relaying stages to the destination have been shown. 
An extension of the inter-stage power allocation for a two-st age com-
munication over a frequency non-selective channel presented in [11] to 
a three-stage communications over a frequency selective channel was 
presented. Simulation results hawed a considerable advantage when 
compared to equal power allocation on each stage. An approximate wa-
ter filling power allocation algorithm that provides a capacity advantage 
over a larger range of SNR is also developed in this chapter, and was 
employed to optimally di t ribute power across each OFDM sub-carrier 
at each relaying stage. Simulation results further confirm that there is a 
need for effective and efficient power allocation over a multi-stage com-
munication link if the required capacity advantage, higher throughput , 
enhanced coverage and better QoS are to be achieved. 
Finally, the chapter proposed adaptive resource allocation strat egies 
that t ake both the statistical CSI and the optimum fr actional power 
allocated to each stage into account to improve the performance of 
the multistage OFDM relay network. Further simulations demonstrate 
that the proposed power allocation strategy could considerably save 
the total transmitted power compared to an equal transmitted power 
scheme. In summary, the scheme presented here can be considered 
as a promising technique for high data rate wireless transmission over 
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frequency sel tiv multi-path fading charm 1 for broadband wir l 
communica ion ysL ms. 
Chapter 6 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 
6.1 Conclusion 
The thesis uses the concept of virtual antenna arrays (VAA ) to al-
low possible deployment of orthogonal space-time block in particular 
the closed-loop quasi-orthogonal space t ime block code (CL-QO-ST BC) 
and the closed-loop extended orthogonal space-time block codes (CL-
EO-STBC) in the context of collaborative mult i-stage communications 
(Both code have been shown to provide a maximum order diversity in 
MIMO systems) . 
It has been demonstrated that VAA deployment yields significant 
gain in data throughput independent of the complexity of the available 
transceivers and provides a better framework to achieve the mult i-input 
multi-output (MIMO) gains in-term of capacity and bit error perfor-
mance. Therefore, research into the use of diversity enhancement cod-
ing schemes originally design for point-to-point MIMO sy 'terns in the 
context of collaborative multi-stage communication was justifi d . 
The contributions of the thesis are organised to give a. better picture 
of the contribution of the research conducted. 
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In Chapter 3 an information theoretical approach was adopted to demon-
strate the achievable capacity region of CL-QO-STBC over both ergodic 
and non-ergodic point-to-point MIMO channels. It was reiterated that 
the appropriate capacity measure for ergodic channels is the Shannon 
capacity, whereas for non-ergodic channels the outage probability for a 
given communication rate is appropriate. The simulation results shown 
in the chapter showed that 0 -STBCs are optimal with respect to capac-
ity when the code is rate one and the capacity advantage grows linearly 
as a function of the number of transmit and receive antennas. Com-
bining these two criteria, the results showed the capacity advantage of 
CL-QO-STBC over the A-STBC (both rate one codes) and other lower 
rate codes. The CL-QO-STBC outperforms the A-STBC scheme by 
approximately 0.5dB or 0.2bits/s/ H z and the 3/4-rate schemes per-
form inferior to both rate one schemes, this is as a result of the loss in 
transmission rate of these schemes. However , a different behaviour was 
experienced when this 0-MIMO system operated in a non-ergodic chan-
nel, it was shown that an increase in the number of transmit antennas 
does not always lower the outage probability, thus deployment of CL-
QO-STBC must be taken into consideration the desired transmission 
rate. The simulation results provided show that deploying CL-QO-
STBC must be done with a lower rate transmission for high reliability 
communications. 
These two novel results confirms the promising capacity and outage 
advantages of an 0-MIMO channel when CL-QO-STBC is deployed at 
the transmitter. 
Although the techniques and benefit of CL-QO-STBC have received 
considerable research attention lately, these novel result set the 
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capacity and outage bound of 0-MIMO channel deploying CL-QO-
STBC over ergodic and non-ergodic flat Rayleigh fading channel . 
Having established theoretical capacity and outage probability ad-
vantages of using CL-QO-STBC in an 0-MIMO channel, analysis in 
Chapter 4 then focuses on of the use of these coding schemes in dis-
t ributed antenna system and over cooperative multi-stage communi-
cations. In the first analysis, the same theoretical approach used in 
Chapter 3 was used to determine the achievable range region of a given 
network topology. Similar to Chapter 3 the analysis considered both er-
godic and non-ergodic channels. It was shown that maximising the end-
to-end throughput over non-ergodic channel is equivalent to maximis-
ing the end-to-end capacity over an ergodic channel. The simulation 
results presented show that the end-to-end capacity and throughput 
achievable by implementing the distributed CL-QO-STBC scheme in 
relay networks as compared to the distributed A-STBC scheme, for in-
. tance assuming an operating S R of lOdE at all receiving nodes , the 
distributed CL-QO-STBC scheme delivers normalised end-to-end ca-
pacity of approximately 1.7bit/ s/ H z as against 1.6bitsj s/ H z obtained 
with the use of distributed A-STBC , and delivers a throughput of ap-
proximately 1.15bits/ s/ H z as against 0.9bits/ s/ H z delivered by the 
distributed A-STBC scheme. 
Clearly, this novel result has demonstrated the advantage of using 
CL-QO-STBc in virtual antenna array as against the A-STBC. 
A practical measure was also used in demonstrating this perfor-
mance advantage with CL-QO-STBC providing a steeper BER curve 
than the A-STBC ensuring a div rsity order of four is achieved at the 
destination for the topology considered. 
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Thus this means that a four antenna VAA using CL-QO-STBC 
promises to deliver a better performan e advantage compared to a two 
antenna VAA system deploying A-STBC. 
Having established the importance of a four antenna relaying sys-
tem, the chapter then compared the performance of distributed CL-
QO-STBC and CL-EO-STBC schemes. The result also in Chapter 4 
shows the performance gain by deploying the CL-EO-STBC schemes as 
against the CL-QO-STBC over the relay nodes. This suggested again 
that in a cooperative relay network, increasing the number of cooperat-
ing relays should be accompanied with appropriate coding techniques 
to maximise the network performance. 
However, in all cases considered, the effect of optimum power alloca-
tion between the two stages was investigated , it was found that optimal 
power allocation between the stages further increases the performance 
with the effect being more pronounced in distributed CL-QO-STBC 
and CL-EO-STBC relaying. 
For completeness, a broadband application of cooperative multi-
stage communication was studied in Chapter 5, with a three-stage re-
laying structure. The aim was to increase the coverage area of a broad-
band communication system (without jeopardizing its performance). 
The advantages in deploying the A-STBC CL-QO-STBC and the CL-
QO-STBC as space frequency coding schemes in order to combat the 
effect of multi-path propagation between the source and various relay-
ing stages to the destination was shown in this chapter . An extension of 
the inter-stage power allocation for a two-stage communication over a 
frequency non-selective channel presented in [11 J to a three-stage com-
munications over a frequency selective channel was presented. Simula-
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tion results showed a considerable advantage when ompared to equal 
power allocation on each stage. An approximate water filling power 
allocation algorithm that provides a capacity advantage over a larger 
range of SNR was also developed in this chapter , and was employed 
to optimally distribute power across each OFDM sub-carrier at each 
relaying stage, simulation results furt her confirmed that there i a need 
for effective and efficient power allocation over a multi-stage frequency 
selective communication link if the required capacity advantage, higher 
throughput, enhanced coverage and better QoS are to be achieved. 
Finally, the chapter proposed adaptive resource allocation strategies 
that take both the statistical CSI and the optimum fractional power 
allocated to each tage into account to improve the performance of the 
multistage OFDM relay network. Further simulations demonstrated 
that the proposed power allocation strategy could considerably save the 
total transmitted power compared to equal transmitted power s heme. 
In a nutshell , the scheme presented here can be considered as a promis-
ing technique for high data rate wireless transmission over frequency 
selectiv multi-path fading channels for broadband wireless communi-
cation systems. 
Since the ultimate purpose of this thesis is to positively contribute 
to scientific knowledge through developing new strategies t hat could 
be useful in future wireless systems in particular distributed-MIMO 
multi-stage relaying networks, it is my opinion that the work exposed 
herein has opened up other challenges that may catch the imagination 
of fu ture researchers. 
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6.2 Direction of Future Research Work 
Although th th i po and an w r to om qu tions r lating t th 
under tanding of operative relaying ommuni ation sy t m a with 
any ci ntifi work i h opened up oth r r arch challeng om of 
which will form th fo u ar h work highlight db low. 
6.2.1 General Coding 
• The pot ntial on atenating of th oding heme on id r d 
with out r hann l codes uch Thrbo cod in ord r to furth r 
increas th performance ap ity alr ad hown in [1 ] i till 
open re ar h. 
• The inv 'tigat d cenarios can be xtend d to any form of oding 
i.e. poten iall concatenated spac -tim block trellis Gold nand 
ilver cod w 11 their differ n ial reali ations. 
• The fram w rk for efficient anal i of outage and rgodi a-
pacities of a distributed orthogonal pace-time coding syst m 
wher th perating links can b op rating under difi rent fad-
ing chann l or with different S Rs will provide a mor r bu t 
d ign in he channel at difi r nt tag ould hav diff rent 
charact ri ti 
6.2.2 Cooperative Relaying 
• Th ar hit ure on idered in thi th i as umed a ingl our 
and d tination an extension o th multi-u r cenario i a po I-
bilit whi h would allow one or mor r laying node to b u d b 
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mor than on relaying chain. Th 
also om into play within thi 
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of int rfer n e r du tion 
• I has b n umed that the I i p rfe tl known at th r -
c IV r 1. th rela know th hann 1 from the our to r la 
and th tination know th hann 1 from the relay to d ti-
nation. f int re t could be inv tigation of channel timation 
at th r lay and the destination nod . 
• Di tribut d orthogonal space-tim block ode (0- TB ) ha 
b en us d to ploit cooperativ diver it in thi th is with th 
assumption that the distribut d nod ar perfectly yn hr niz d 
in tim . In pra tical systems tim synchronization error · m y 
o cur whi h would d grade th p rformance. The tudy f th 
effects of timing ynchronization rror on the bit error rat p r-
forman of a distributed 0-STB ting 
re earch i u . 
• Extending th propo ed OFDM bas d tran mission h m t 
coherent, ·ymbol asynchronou r lay n tworks with timing rror 
and fr quen offset at the relay n d i also an int r ting 
dire tion for further work. Thi probl m has been addr d in 
[llO] for th · of two relay nod . 
• For the oop -r tive multi-stage r laying n twork tudi d, it is 
as urn d that all th relay nodes oop rated perfectly thi · might 
not b p ibl in pra tice due to difi r nt relay location a tud 
of par ial coop ration among h r la i al o of int r st . 
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6.2.3 Resource Allocation 
• To pr · rv th n twork re our d rmining the optimum num-
ber of r la ing nod / tage will b u ful in order t furth r 
th n work lifetim . 
• Finally it m y al o prove u eful in d riving the optimum tran -
mit pow r all ation for STBCs t op rate over channel with 
differ nL gain . 
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